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METHODS OF BIBLE READING AWD STUDY 
ASD DABIR CRITICAL EVALUATION. 
(Outline) 
I. Introduction. 
God and men advocate the use of tis Bible. 
Hse of the Bible benefits the Ghristian's spiritual 
wth Ce 
Tue Christian snould approds hn God's Word with a 
proper attitude. 
ible reading and study are defined. 
mie Bible shovld be read at well chosen tings. 
In tus interest of systematic Bible study a number 
of methods of BLble reading and study together with 
an evaluation will be presented on tne following 
pages. 
Book isthod. 
Tae book method Implics reading the Bible by books. 
Misre are several prerequisites to profitable use of 
this method. 
1, The exaggerated idea of the Length of books of 
the Bible must be corrected. 
- She format of the Bible snonid be raadable. 
» Some attention should be given to the version 
USC. 
4. a knowledge oF the background of the books will 
sic tne reader 
fais ma thod has advantages for tas reader. 
1. It gives him an unbroken story sequence. 
2. It gives him a deeper insigait into God's Word. 
Tyere are several. aporoacnes to the book method. 
1. Tae reader might follow or coiyile an outline 
or the book to get its thought. 
2. The veader might search for the central theme 
of a book. 
5. Tne reader might read related books together. 










The chapter is the basis of most sshemes to read 
the Bible in a year. 
The chief danger in this method is that it might 
deteriorate into a mere formalism. 
There are argunents both for and against this method. 
fne method is useful within certain limits. 
1. It leads the roacer to concentration on a short 
portion of Seripvure. 





IV. The Yerse ilethod. 
A. There are several approaches to this method. 
GB. A verse must always be considered in its context. 
G. Uemorization is an important part of this method. 
1. An aid to memorization is Bible-marking. 
2. The reader, in most instances, must determine 
Whieh verses he will memorize. 
VY. The Word Method, 
A. Tncre are two major approaches to this method. 
1. Yracing a word through tne Bible is impractical. 
2. Tracing a word through 4 single book can be 
useful. 
B. Taere ave sone minor variations of this method. 
VI. She Blographical iethod. , 
A. Tals is an interesting approach to Bible study. 
BR. Gne purpose of the method is to learn tne principles 
of Ghristianlty for our day from the exampic Bible 
cheracters gave in their dey. 
S. fhe mothod carried out to its ultimate becomes a 
detailed study. 
D. The Bible offers much materlal for study with this 
method. 
lie The methed is good for either individual or group use. 
VIL. The Dectrinal Method. 
A. Tae reader's purpose is to formailate ond classify 
teachings he discovers in scripture. 
B. There are two approaches to the use of this method. 
1. The inductive approach is used quite extensively. 
2. The Geductive approach 1s preferable if followed 
properly. : 
G. ais method is usable witn both Old and Hew Testaments. 
VIII. the Yopical Method. 
A. Tne object of the mcthod is to asseaible all material 
on a given topic. 
Be Vopies are supject to various treatmest. 
CG. There are two classifications of topics. 
1. Tas general topic has wide possipilitiss. 
8. ne tepic thet meets a problem is more challeng- - 
ing and usually profitable. 
G. €ne usefulness of tals motnod 1s dependent Largely on 
the choice und treatwent of the topics. 
X-. Yhe Unals of Thoughs listhod. fe 
A. The unit of thought is defined. 
B. The basis for tais ucetnod 1s that the Bible is made 






G. there are various tyges of story units. 
1. An entire book may constitute a story. 
2. A book may contain a number of character stories. 
So. Tae provnetlc units are definitely marked. 
4. In some books the story unit revolves around a 
problem or teachings. 
5. Some books are built up around a mood rather 
than a thought unit. 
a. Some shorter books have a single mood. 
d. Ths Psalus contain a number of moods. 
ND. This method is recommended to the reader, 
xX. Using the Sible for a Present Situation. 
A. Regular use of the Bible is more advisable than at- 
tempting to Lind hely from 1t in eritiesl moments 
only. 
5. Special readings from the Bible are practical on 
- family or national anniversaries and scasons of the 
church year. b 
G. Vacation time should also be a Bible reading time. 
XI. The Bible Student and the Namily Altar. 
A. The Bible should bo used by the family grovo. 
Be Tac individusl Bible student can contribute to suc- 
cessful family use of the Bible. 
C. Family altar nelps snould dlrect readers to the Bible. 
D. fac use of hynms at tac fanily altar is advised. 
AIL. lietnods Adaptable to Children. 
Ae Parents nave the obligation of teaching the Bible to 
tneir children. 
B. Ghildren are interested in stories. 
1. Tne use of various versions is considsred. 
2. Young chiléren snovld be guided in applying 
stories to their own lifes. 
S. Gnildren should be introduced to both Testaments. 
4. Seme books arc obscure to children. 
GC. emorizabion should be stressed in childhood. 
DB. the teen-age group presents special problems. 
i. Beginning with the biographical method, caildren 
shovld be intreduced to others as parents deem it 
practical. 
RXITI. Conclusion. 
A. Tac methods presented and evaluatec will not produce 
Bible reading. 
Be Tac Guristian must use the Bible for spiritual growth. 
G. A proper use of the Bible will result in blessings 
to the reader.  
  . £ = = 
‘recognize 1t as such, not to read it, is simply to acknowledge 
  
WMTHODS OF BIBL READING Ab STIDY 
AND 'PHEIR CRITICAL EVALUATION. 
I. Introduction. 
"These were more noble than those in Thnessalonica, in 
that tney received the Word with all readiness of mind and 
searched the Scriptures daily, wnether those things were so. "1 
"Seek ye out of the book of tne Lord, and read. . ."2 
“By tie common consent of all who are competent to judge, 
the Bible is tne greatest literature of the world. ilot to 
the mental and spiritual tncapacity of the individual and the 
age."S "the first and almost the only book deserving of uni- 
versal attention is the Bible. I speak as a man of the world    to men of tue world, and I say to you;- "Search tac Seriptures.! 
The carlier my children begin to read it the more sonfident 
will be my hopes that they will prove useful citizens of their 
country and respectable members of society." 
Ll. Acts 17:11. 
2. Is. 54:16. 2 : te 
3S. ilewton Mi. Hall and Irving I". Wood, The ook of Life, 
VIII, 175. : 
4. Joan Quincy Adams, quoted in Martin Hegland, Getting 










Tous both God and men advoczte the use of the Eible. 
Pernaps the greatest abuse thut the Bible has suifered is 
that it is not used as it ought to be and in many instances 
nas been relegated to a place on the shelf, somewnat as a 
muscum ploce or perhaps a religious fetish which is Looked 
into occasionally to “guarentee" God's good will. ‘Tais Lack 
of uss, or misuse of the Bible, has been the tragedy of the 
ages and is particularly a tragedy today when the Bible is 
the most widely circulated book in the world. The Bible was 
given to man to be used. Speaking to Israel concerning its 
possession by the king, which is applicable also to ali people, 
God said, “It shall be with him and he shall read therein all 
the Gays of nis life; that ne may learn to fear the Lord his 
God, tc keep all the words of this law and these statutes, to 
do tnem."8 In the Yew Testament St. Parl writes to the Romans: 
"vor whatsoever talngs were written aforetine wore written 
for onv learning, that we through patience anc confort of tne 
Seriptures milgut nave nope."S The Bible contains tae one mes- 
sace that tue entire human race needs--and needs desperately-- 
the story of God's love through is Son, Jesus, wno suffered, 
died, and rose again so that we migat live wit. lilm in both 
this world and the next. St. Pavl says of this message, the 
Gospel, that "it 1s the power of God unto salvation to every 
one that believetu."7 Im a rather extensive article on 
5. Deut. 17:19. 
6. Rom. 15:4. 








Bible Study, Dr. Wilbur iM. Smith lists the benefits to be 
derived fron the Bible under soven heaGings. He says that 
the Bible: oie Discovers and convicts us of sin; 2. Cleanses 
us from the pollutions of sin; 5. Imparts strenpth to ws; 
4. instructs us in what we are to Go; 5. Provides us with a 
sword for vistory over sin; G. iiakes our lives fruitful; and 
7. Gives us power to pray.8 Although tnese points are not 
_ the only divisions? that mignt be used in systematizing the 
valucs of the Bible vor us, everything that God gives us 
turonegn its use can be included under one or the other oF them. 
Tae question nas been asked wnetner the Pible saould be 
read like any otner book. The great Bible sciolar, Dwight L. 
ioody, nas made an interesting comment in this matter wnen he 
said that if he could understand the Bible at one sitting 
like any other book, ne would have lost fulth in it long ago.L9 
This seems to iuply that the question should be answered nega- 
tively. ‘iiowever, any answer given to thet question must be 
3. Wilbur . Sutth, “How to Study the Bible for the En- 
ricuuent of the Spiritual Life," Revelation, vi RAM saat 
9. A. @ Picrson, Keys to the Nord, b. 9, g+ves aout in- 
cereitiia ais He says tne Yord of God pictures itself 
to us uncer the following symbols: 1. A Mirror to suow us our- 
selves as we are and may ve (Janes 1:25); 2. A Laver to wasi 
away cur sin and derilemont (Eph. 5:26)3 .o- A Lelio and Light 
to uide us in the rigat way (Ps. 119:105); 4. Milk, Bread, 
Strong jieat and Honey, affording sustenence anc satisfaction 
to the believer at all stages of spiritual development (Heb. 
5212-14; ps. 19:10); 5. Fine Gold, to enrich us with heavenly 
treasure (Ps. 19:10); 6. Fire, Hammer, and Sword to be used in 
tue work and warrare of life (Jer. 25:29; Web. 4:12; “ph. 6: 
17): 7. Seed to beget souls in God's image and to plant har- 
vest fields for God (James 1:16; 1 Pet. 1:25; Mutt. 13). 






qualifled to some extent. Tne following statements by 
Trumbull and Torrey seem to answer the query very adequately. 
Tnaere ls a sense in wnich tne Bible is like 
any other book, in being made uy of words that mst 
be noted in their connection and uses, and that 
tuerefore it is to be studied Like any other book 
in order to arrive at its meanings. But there is 
another sense in which the Bible is unlike all 
other books, in that Lt contains God's peculiar 
méssa,e to mankind through men whom lie trained and 
inapired for that special purpose, anc that there- 
fore its study must be mainly for the ascertaining 
and understanding of the divine truths that, unlike 
any other beok, 1t has Tor ourselves us we are in 
our present needs and our ultimate destiny. 
any distinguished university professors say 
we snould study the Bible just as we study any 
other book, and they fancy taat they have said 
sone tuing vondrously wise when they have said it. 
fut while 1t is partly true, 1t is very lurgely 
false; indeed, it is very largely abject nonsense. 
“Ye snould study the Bible as we study any other 
pool: to tiia extent, taat we apgly to it the sane 
laws for the discovery of the meaning of words and 
parases and the sane laws of grammatical construc- 
tion that we apgsly to any other book; but there 
the principle ceases. ‘te siould study 1t as we 
simndy no otasr book, for it is wnat no otner book 
is: 1t is God's Yord and all other books are men's 
words, aad we should study 1t as what it is, and 
we snovld study other books as what tuey are. 
ne Bible has a special purpose in the world and, 
therefore, should be approached differently than any other 
book. Tne Psalmist snows us the proper attitude in the brief 
prayer; "Open Thou mine eyes, that I may benold wo
ndrous 
things out of Tay law. 15 ‘Mais prayer should be in the heart 
of every one of us every time we open our Bibles for readin
g 
lL. de Slay Trumbull and otners, Hints on Bi
ble Study, 
‘ . 11-12. . 
a 12. R. A. Torrey, To Shew Thyself Appr
oved, py. 44-45. 
15. Ps. 119:16.   
  
or study. "Prayer 1s necessary to drive out the demon of 
indifference, "14 
Since our Bible reading is useless withont gains for our- 
solves, we shnonld give some attention to the matter of our 
attliude as we approach our Bibles. In the Bible God is 
speaking to us and, therefore, we are in tne presence of God 
wnen we use it. In fact, Yorrey suggests thast we be in His 
presence only. ile says: "Waen you study the Bible, resolutely 
shut everything else out, shut to [sic] the door of your mind 
to everything else and shut yourself up with God alone."15 
She Bible is the Word of God by which we are to live today, 
and some day to die. This should prompt us to approach it 
open-mindedly, reverently, prayerfully, thoughtrully, and medi- 
tatingly. ‘iese thoughts do not imply that the Bible is some~ 
thing mysterious or that the book itself must be reverenced. 
Rut because of the nature of its message, something inside of 
uS should be different when we go about reading it than when 
we read anytiing else. “Our gains from bible-study will te in 
direst proportion to the condition of our spiritual life," 
says Charles A. Berry.L6 Only a true believer can properly 
use the Bible for devotional pgurzoses. In this connection, a 
statement by . i. Griffith Thomas is in point: 
  
  
14, francis Garr Stifler, Every Man's Book, 
p. 17. 
15. Torroy, op. Gite, De 35. E 
16. gnarlos re perry, in Glirford, “aller snd 
others, 
Hints on Bible Study, p- 54.    
   
The devotional study of the Bible is at once 
a cause and an effect in relation to tne spiritual 
life. It is a cause of increased spiritual vital- 
ity, power, insight and blessing, while in turn 
tnis splritual reality of life leads to yet more 
spiritual revelation of God in His Word. "17 
Our aim as Christians is to experiense both this cause and 
effest in our spiritual life as we study our Bibles. With 
taat purgose in mind we will approach our Bible study in 
accordance with tne advice of Rome A. Betts in The Bible and 
  
Youtirs 
Don't approach Bible reading as you would a 
good-luck charm, to keep off witches and goblins. 
A chapter a day, in that spirit, will certainly 
not keep tae devil away. Apyroach it in the spirit 
of a mince searching for precious metal, who is not 
eantent until he nas struck pay dirt. 
fo acquire wnat the Bible offers for himself, the indi- 
vidual must uso thet Bible. That implies reading and study, 
two of the words waich appear in our title: "Methods of Bible 
Reading and Study and Thelr Oritical Evaluation." Mention 
Nas been made abave of devotional reading of the ible. ‘To be 
beneficial, it wust not be devotional only, but reading as 
WGLl. Host of us, when we think of reading, think of sicking 
up printed material and directing our eyes over the letters, 
words and sentences for the purpose of acquiring tne taougnt 
they convey. ‘Thais is a proper concept. ‘The danger that must 
be guarded against in roading, particularly in Bible reading, 
is to let the eyes pass over the printed matter without 
  
17. W. 4. Griffita Thomas, iethods of Bible Study, p. 105. 
18. Rome A Betts, no Bible and Youth, pb. 5. 
  
  
appropriating the thought. Real reading involves attention 
to the material at hand. Really to see and understand re- 
quires concentration. This "involves a self-discipline which 
unfortunately many individuals are not prepared to exert," 
says “foward T. vnist.l9 Tne reader can train himself, however, 
to exercise this concentration in his Bible reading. This 
almost makes Bible "reading" a form of study. 
Alnost consistently when God speuks of using the Bible 
He employs terms which imply more than reading only. In that 
famous passage, Jonn 5:59, He uses the pnrase, "Search the 
Seriptures." And St. Paul, writin, to Timothy, says: "Study 
to show tuyself approved unto God, a workman taut needeth not 
to be ashaned, rightly dividing the word of trutn. "20 These 
and other passages, together with tne opinion of most suacess- 
ful users of the Bible, induce us to include tho thought of 
Bible "study" in this consideration. It has been said that 
‘nothing of any value comes without effort."@l1 tis applies 
also to Sible reading and study. Woody writes: "Merely reading 
the Bible tis not what God wants. Again and again T an exhorted 
to 'soaren."22 1. J, Braulick has said: "The Bible unsearsned 
is a mine unworked. ‘The casual reader rarely stumbles upon 
hidden treasures. Diligent and persistent searching, however, 
brings lts own revard."29 pr. c
lifford draws an interesting 
  
19. Howard T. Kuist, Tnese Words Upon Tuy Heart, 
po. 67. 
20. 2 Tim. 2:15. 
21. Gall and Wood, op. sit., De 270. 
22. Hoody, op. Gite, D- a7. 
25. he J. Braulio
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analogy when he writes: 
Life gives up its best in all things only 
to patient, Loving Labour. Skim over the pages 
of Scripture, and you innale an evanescent scent 
of nidden svectness. It is the busy, lingering 
bes, that forces its way down into the deep 
chalice of the flower blooms, that carries the 
golden honey nome, and gathers, against the dark 
days tout must come, a rich store of comfort, 
strength and sustenance. 
Wnomas alse holds that casnal Bible reading is not Bible 
study, because proper Bible study involves hard work. It 
demands thought. 25 Let these opinions suffice to show 
that there is strong sentiment tnat proper use of the Bible 
inclvdes also Bible study. 
In considering the statements quoted above, tne distins- 
tion bctween casval reading and resl reading should be kept 
in mind. ‘tae essential element in either Rible reading or 
Bible study is the concentrated attention of the individual 
who is using his Bible. Since these terms are so closely 
related, tney will be used somewhat interchangeably througn- 
out the thesis, 
Anotner consideration waish should receive at least 
brief attention in tuils introduction is the matter of tine 
involved in Bible reading. Tne question is sometines asked: 
How long and when should I read wy Bible? There is a variety 
of opinion on the first part of the question. foody suggests 
setting aside at least fiiteen minutes a day.26 Torrey, who 
    
24, Clifford, Waller and others, Op- oit., Dd. 2
6. 
25. Thomas, op. cite, De Be 
26. Hoody, O29. Site, De 122.   
  
says that "most of us spend too little time in prayer and 
almost every one of us spends far ton little time in Bible 
study, "27 thinks that 1t should surely be more than fifteen 
minutes. Some nave suggested half an nour a day or longer. 
Of coursc, as soon as a rule is set down, Bible resding is 
going to lose some of its signiflesnce in the interest of 
necting a tine table. Generally, nowever, the consensus of 
Opinion is in favor of a definite daily period. Wilbur Smith 
says that this period should be unchangeable, and in fairness © 
to God and justice to our own sonls should be at a time when 
tae faculties of tue mind are the keenest. For most people 
tnis is in the worning. 23 Prof. Julian Price Love, in his 
book, jiow To Read the Bible, “as some very pertinent remarks 
to offer wnen he says: 
jiany well-neaning people seldom pick up tneir 
Bibles exsept when they are tired and sleepy ané 
ready for bed, and then wonder why the words do not 
leap out at them in the way they did from tne pages 
of tie story two hours eariier in tne evening. .- - 
how many intelligent Christians Grop down on the 
arm of a chair to fingor nervously over a page or 
the Bible for a fow minutes, nalf in satisfaction 
of a consctentious seruple that they ought to be 
reading it, and half in pathetic Longing for soxie- 
tning, they know not exactly wnat! 
On the other nand, tne same author maKes the statement that 
"It would be better to read from the Bible only two or three 
times a week, and read longer portions at a time, then to 
  
  
27. Torrey, op. Site, Bo Ble 
28. Smith, ope Gite, De 128. ; 
29. Jnlian eine Love, How to Read tne Bibl
e, u. 9.   
 




















read a little something each day just to be able-to say, 'I 
haven't let a dey go by without reading the Bible.'"52 Hore 
will be said on this point of reading longer sections later 
in the thesis. Another suggestion is also worthy cf mention 
in this brief consideration on the time for Bible reading, 
namely, that of carrying a packet Testament or portion at all 
times to usé up spare moments. 
issuning taat these prerequisites to profitable Bible 
reading, ani atudy are met, the question arises, “But how do I 
reat the Bible?" When a person undertakes an Important task, 
he usually nas some blue-prints, some plan to follow. Bible 
sindy is certainly an important wndertaling and the honest 
reader here also will do well to follow some plans. it 1s 
true thats the Bible can be read and benefits gained without 
a plan. Sush benefits will arise in most such instances, nowe 
ever, despite the lack of method, and not because of it. Love 
Says, . 
. « e One who trusts entirely to random Bible reading 
Will get little of the real measaze or the Bible, or 
of its full-orbed worth for nis life.: He is trusting 
toe imeatest book in the world to chance, end though, 
on occasion ywnen nis necd is real, God muy speuk to 
him througa that_chance, on most occasions he gets 
nothing at all. 
Amos Re. Yells, enlnont Bible commentator and illustrator, 
uas expressed the futility of getting a clear understanding of 
God's Word by such haphazard reading in the following poem:
 
  
3). Ibid., p. 76. 






X supposed I knew my Gldle, 
ReaGing plecemesl, hit or miss, 
How a bit of Jonn or Hattnew, 
Now a snateh of Genesis, 
Certain chapters of Isaiah, 
Gertain Psalms (the twenty-third!) 
Swelfth of Romans, first of Proverbs-- 
Yes, I thought I knew the Word! 
But I found that thorough veading 
“Yas a different thing to do, 
And the way was wnfanillar 
When I read the Bible through. 
You who like to pley at Bible, 
Dip and Gabble, nere and there, 
dust before you kneel, aweary, 
And yawn through a hurricd prayer; 
You who treat the Crown of Yritings 
is you treat no otner book-- 
Juss & paragraoh dis jointed, 
Just a erude, inpatiens Look-- 
fry a worthier procedure, 
"ry a broad and steady view; 
You will kneel in very rapture s 
Yaon you read the Bible througa!o? 
Rather than pursus such haphazard methods, many Shristian 
people are interested in reading their Bible more profitably 
ascordiny, to some aystem. Many of them do not Know how. A 
nunber of eminent Bible readers and sinfents have discovered 
various methods or plans which might be euployed with benefit . 
by Bible users. It is the purpose of this thesis to present 
anf evaluate these metaods wnica will be of 23d to the Shristian 
interested in his Bible. ‘The thesis 1s particnlarly concerned 
with the nse of the Bible by the individual » although osca- 
sionally a reference migxs be made to its use by groups where 
a method is especially applicable. 
  
e - . 
52. Amos R. Wells, quoted in James li. Grays "low to Master 
the Eaglish Bible," Handy BLble Institute Monthly, 
XXXIV 
(January 1954), pg. 210.    
  
12 
in viewing and evaluating these methods of Bible reading 
and study it mist be kept in mind tnat one cannot ve recom- 
mended in every caso above the rest of thea. Yarious parts 
of the Bible ure more adaptable to one method than to anotner. 
The individusl personality of the reader will also enter into 
& cholses of methods. Zulst has embodied this Gaongnht in his 
Gesinition of a metiod: "iethod 1s orderly procedure within 
& consciously guided process which salls into full ylay the 
distinetive personal aapacities and aptitudes of an individual. "35 
Wilbur Smith also agrees with other authors on this subject wen 
me says, 
CA person] can devise a method of Bible study 
which he may wish to commend to others, but the only 
Sible study that is of any Large value to a mon is 
the Blble study that meets nis own personal needs. 
> « . Rhe method of Bible study which will be best 
for him will probably be best for him alone.°4 
tnererore, the writer attempts only to present methods of 
Bible reading and study under a number of definite heads, to- 
gether with an evaluation, and the individual who uses them 
Will have to decide by use which of them suits nimsel? best. 
Tais does not imply tnat a person should be restricted to one 
méetned. Interest in Bible reading will undoubtedly dé stim- 
lated turough the use of a variety of methods. iiondy once said, 
i "uever think you nave to read the Bible by courses."99 an oc- 
Casional shane of method can be very proritable. 
  
35. Kuist, op. cit., pe. 49. 
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II. The Book Hethod. 
fhe Bible is a book. It wonld be logical to assunie , 
tacrefore, that it ought to be read as a book. Yet, says 
Dr. GLlifvord, 
No book is treated so badly as the Bible. We 
buy a novel--often full of sickly sentinentality 
or sanguinary sensationalism--and, beginning with 
the title-page, we go carefully through the velumc, 
reading even preface and dedication, and hardly 
missing the advertisements. Bus tiie grand old 
8ible--God's eternal Book--is taken up at vncertain 
intervals, and sone familiar passage is worely 
scanned in tne most careless and slipshod style. 
Wao ever tninks of beginning at the First shapter 
of Genesis and reading steadily tnrougn to Revela- 
tion, putting all prejudice on one side, and trying 
to fina ont the main purgose, the central meaning, 
the vival message, of tne Book? 
Reading the Bible through can be a proritable oxserience. 
Tae Rev. it, E. Dodd of Sareveport, ia., after reading tarouga 
the Bible from beginning to end witnout delay, wakes tne fol- 
lowing -comaents: 
It was a university course. I studied what I 
believe to be the most accurate science of all cen- 
turies soncerning the origin of things. I delved 
into the world's profoundest ohilosophy, read classic 
literature, followed the divine outlines of history, 
and was thrilled by the tenderest and sweetest poetry 
of all times. « e « 
Such a blessing as tnis, reacing the nibLe 
through without delay! I think I shall reread Lt 
at least once a year the rest of my life. 
et tee cone He 
  
1. Olifford, Waller and others, op. cit., p. iv. 
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Thomas, in his Methods of Bible Study, states that 
reading the Bible through Trom Genesis to Revelation will 
provide the reader with a genoral overview of tue Bible and 
some of tue interesting facts in it.5 It has also peen 
pointed out taat reading the Bible in this way is a corrective 
to one-sidedness and lack of balance, preventin, the reader 
From veading only favorite passages anc leading nim into the 
wnole Bible. Despite tnese possible benerits, nowever, 
reading ths Bible in chis way is perhaps not cxercising the 
best stevardsalo of time. Love makes this statement: 
Taere are many devont souls Wio read the Bible 
strnignt taroush from besinaing to end in portions 
of varying Length. Pais method, too, has its values. 
Mme ig at least sure that he is not habitually 
slighting any part, and ue Is sure that ae has gone 
over it all, though he may take so long in doing it 
taat ne nas forgotten men of tus rirst part vy tne 
time ne nearg the end. Fut, it is at best an arti- wae 
ficial plan.” 
A muaber of reasons mignt be listed against reacing the 
Uible straight through from Genesis to Revelation besides 
tiose referreé te by Love. Tne books of tne Blole are not 
set up in ghiéaholdetoall order aid the reader fails to get a 
running story as he might in another beok. For tnis reason, 
reading through the Bible in chronological order, i.6., rend- 
ing its books as taey appeared on the stage or history, can 
be mors fu aan reading through the Bible from Genesis ta user a 
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Revelation. Reading straight through may also Lead to a mis- 
placed énpnasis ut times since some sortions, Ones genes- 
logies or listin, s of tribes and their population, sre not as 
important to the reader as sre tne Gospel storics and God's 
promises of personal aid to him, although cach section receives 
an equal amount of time. 
It might be advisable, therefore, to think of the Bible— 
for reading purposes--not only as one Book, but as a library 
of sixty-six books. This in no way militates against the 
uulty of the Bible, waich is ultimately established more firmly 
by the fact that eaca one of these books is a part of that 
unity. ‘ae books of the Bible were written indiviauelly, vow- 
ever. ‘Maat is the way God has given them to us. Gomiton sense, 
tierefore, would presume thut the proper way to read tas Bible 
is im tauese book divisions. The oxperience of many Bible 
readers aas yrovsa tnis premise true. 
jiartin Lutuer, the leader of the Reformation which put 
the Ulble into tne aunds of the people, read the Bible by using 
this -astaod anc advised others to do the sane. In a discussion 
on Luther and the Bible, Praulick says: 
Tuther said that he studied the Bible as he 
sathered apples. First, he shook the wiole tree, 
Gaat the ripest might fall. Then he cliubed the 
$rea and shock eas limb, and when be aad shaken 
Gacn Limb, ne shook eacn branch, and after each 
branch every twig, anc then looked unéer euch Lear. 
{hus the student world do well first 
to reac 
the Bible by booirs, then to give attention t











chapters, and then Later to the paragraphs, the 
sentences, ane the words.S 
Yae ides of following Imther and a great many other 
Bible students by reading a book at a time presents itself 
to some present day Bible readers as a Yerenlean task. I+ 
seeas tnat such a method is going to consume an enormous 
ancunt of time. This notlon is at least yartially false, 
however. Hall and Yood, who have made an investigation into 
this matter, have the following to say: 
Many psople have a curious misconception with 
ven3e4t to tae Length of time 1b takes to read the 
‘iulG, as compared with secular reading. A story 
in a resent pooular magagine contains 14,000 words. 
Tie entire Book of Judges contains no more than 
15,3333 tne Bonk of John, adout 29,0093 the Epistle 
to the Romans, 11,000. We find no difficulty in 
reading sevoral magazine stories at a sitting. Te 
would never dream of reading a magazine story ut the 
eute of a page a Gay; wiy should we read the Bible 
in that way? How can we expect to know the Blbis 
nnless we sive it fair and consesutivs study? gL.V98 
  
lovr Suith notes a similar fast when he writes that a person 
who reads throug: an issue of the Saturday Evening Post in one 
wael:, roads the equivalent of tans entire iew Testament. We 
might also quote a statemont by Love: 
Tae time required to read most of tae books of 
the Bible at a sitting 1s really very slight. iak- 
ing augle allowance for leisureliness in veading 
habits, even for oral reading, more than half of 
the sixty-six books oan he read in an average of 
avout twenty minutes, no one of them requiring an 
1oNr. 9 
 
S. Braulick, op. 91%., pp. 77-73. 
7. “Nall and ood, op. cit., De. 182. 
8. Smita, og. cit., p. 12s. 
9. Love, Op. Git., p. 15.  
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As an Slaboration on that statement, Love gives a listing of 
tairty-four books of the Bible, together with the time ro- 
quired to reac them. fost of them are under 50 minutes. Here 
are sass a few selected at random: 
Ruth «els 20 winutes 
Bother . . « « . « « 45 
Lanentations . ... 40 
Ore OG G6 oo 60. f29) 
Obadiah «2. ss. «6S 
BOE SoG Oo oo o ake) 
Habakkuk . 5 .« . « « 15 
Malachto  . Shei. ee LOD: 
Galatians 93°. . = <= 350 
Philippians ... . 20 
I thessalonians .. 20 
I Timothy ... +. . 25 
Titus e 8 ©» © ee os e@ 10 
Philemon .«.«e«#e« 9 
JAMGS « 6 © 6 « w e Bo_. 
I dJonn...... sold 
It appears that in this timne-table Love is evidently ac- 
comodating the slowest readers. ‘Tne writer, not a fast reader, 
Was able to rexud through Galatians with ease in 15 minutes, 
wnercus Love lists a 40 ninute period for that particular book. 
Tous we see that the ominousness of attonpting to read an en- 
tire book of the Bible at one time is only apparent, and not 
toc real. These facts and figures do not mean to Inply that 
Sepia is an Gssential, or even a desirable part of Bible read- 
ing, but are to show merely that 1t is not an impossible task. 
Even the longer books, as some of the Gospels, rarely talce 
over two hours of reading time. 
Ceenecmemneeres wee m : rae oe ae: 
Lu. Ibid., pie 16-17. 




fheve are, however, sone other dtfTicultics in reading 
books of the Bible at one sitting which are doubtless more 
real than the tiue slement just conaldered. Some af shem are 
presented most strikingly in Love's book, when ho says that 
one of the greatest doterrenta to Bible reading Ls that - 
the average churchman wlll find ths Bible an wmnin- 
viting book to take ug in-his nands. In most ver- 
slons Lus pages have two columns, walle every othe 
vbeok se owns bas Sut a one-colum pase. It is divided 
into very short chapters, inviting him to stop read- 
ing before he has got fairly started. ‘Une chapter 
Civisions often Laterrups the real connestion of 
thought. Still worse, the chapters are divided into 
Yeeses, whose reeurront mimbers suggest single Lso- 
lated tnaoughts that would make tne Bible a mere col- 
leetion of gosd sayings instead of a sconnested nar- 
tabive or theme, as it generally is. . . . Poetry 
nay be even printed as prose, and in general it is 
oxscedingly difficult to find in any ordinary version 
of tae Unglish Bible what is evident ab a glance in 
any obher book--tho kind of literature one is reading. 41 
   
Mae truth expressed in that statement can hardly be denied. i 
For veading purposes the paginal set-up of the great majority 
of our Ming dames Bibles ia the most artificial form of 1lit- 
erature that people are expectec to read. Other difficulties 
are presentsd very often in the size of the print, or in the 
sige of the book, or in its binding. On this potnt Hall and 
Wood ask: “Wmy should we give the classical mythologies a 
beautiful dreas and clothe the royal book in such beggarly 
and unvecoming garments? "L2 
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ons otaor matter to be sonsidered here is that of tue 
Language of our Bibles. Deasite any sontimentalities we mignt 
have connected to it, and desolte the fact that from a purely 
literary standpoint some of the seetions of our Bibles stand 
unsurpasaed, Lt nevertheless is true that the King James Ver- 
sion of 151LL is almost 659 years old and is not in the Language 
that tae Aueriaan people use today. Dean Imther A. YWelgle 
states the cass quite well when ho writes: 
™a the Bible we have not merely an historical 
dsomnent and a classic Literature, but the Word of 
God. And tho Bible carvies its Full message, not 
to those who regard it siugly as a heritage of the 
past or praise its Literary style, but to thase who 
read it that they may discern and understand God's 
“ord to mon. That Word mist not be niddon in an- 
cient phrases which nave changed or -Llost tueir 
monning; 1t musb stand forth in languaje tast Ls 
Gireet_ and clear and meaningful to the people of 
age ol ae today.*? 
  
A similar opinion is that of Prof. Love: “If people are to 
have tac Bible they shoula nave it, not alone in their own 
languace, bub in the most intelligible anc inviting form pos- 
sivle."14 since the King Janes Version, by snc large, can, 
nevorthclesas, still be understood quite well today and is the 
moat conunonly used version, especially in public, it would be 
luproyer to advocate setting Lt aside, but anyone who is will- 
ing to face the iasue realistically »mst consider the fact 
that the Revised Version or the Revised Standard Yersion of 
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ard Yorsion of the New Testament, p. 15. 
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the New Testament are more readable to the average American 
of today. Our Christians shonld be able to use them without 
danger provided misinterpretations or errors are pointed ovt 
to then. 
It seems a valid conslusion, tnerefore, that a wise use 
of Gither toc R.Y¥. or the R.S.¥. of the Hew Testament or pos- 
sibvly coven other versions, will Gefinitely contribute to the 
usefulness of the book metnod of Bible study, purticularly 
in certain sestions of the Bible, e.g., the propnets of the 
Old Yestament or some ox tine Epistles of the New Testament. 
Tuc Autnorlzed Version can, of course, also be used efrectively 
with this method, or Lt might be used side vy side with one 
of the other versions. The method is really above Bible 
versions. 
Tne Bicle is different from.most books in that it nas no 
preface or introduction under the front cover to prepare the 
resder and lead him into lts contents. This handicass the 
reader somevaat pecause, as in all reading, also in Bible 
reading, and particularly in the use of the book method, a 
knowledge of tae background of the book, its author, and: the 
conditions of the world in whieh it originated is a great aid 
to the understanding of the book. Tne value of this informa- 
tion, of course, varies with different books of the Se 
yet tho advice of Braulick 1s not out of place when he says, 
"To understand and appreciate the Bible books, learn to know 
and to appreciate the general bacitground which sets off, like    
  i | fe f I 
the background of a painting, the sontents of each Bible 
book. "45 Yoward @. Kulst holds. that an important factor in 
Bible reading is the art of observing, a close paying of at- 
tention. Yo gain a real understanding in this way, he says, 
necessitates a re-creation in the reader's mind, similar to 
that needed really to enjoy and appresciste music. Tous, the 
study of the historical setting of a book of the Bible alds 
in "reconstructing" tae situation out of which that boolx grow.45 
The Gospels in the New Testament, because of their nar- 
rative snhurvacter, clearly contain men of the information of 
an introduetory nature to male them understandable. That is 
not tue ease, however, with most of tae Eyistles. To know 
way Paul wrote to the Taessalonians or tne Philippians and 
waat kind of people tuey were will greatly increase the mean- 
ing of tueilr message to the reader. Tnis 1s also truce of 
maay of the Old Testament books, particularly sonic of the 
propnets. ‘Yao.were these men--Josl, Aios, Hosea, or even 
Jevemian? Why did taey write woat they did and to whom? An 
answer to these questions means mich toward an understanding 
of what they said. Moody suggests that the reader seek to 
determine what ne calls the "5 p's" concerning a book.-- 
"blace, person by, people to, purpose, period. "17 
Fais background information can be acquired from two 
places. First of all, much of 1t is in the 
respective books 
  
15. Braulick, Ode Cites De 70s 
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of the ible themselves, although it is not always immediately 
evident. A reading und re-reading will present them to the 
mind of tae reader. But useful, also, is tie other source, 
nanely, 2 presentation of this material as compiled by one of 
the number of authors of Introductions to the Bible.18 Here 
the reuder can obtain helpful information in a few paragraphs 
or pages walch are readily accessible. A word of caution, 
however » WUSt accompany any advice to resort to books about 
the Kible. Such books mast always remain in thelr sphere as 
helps to Bible reading, and dare not replace tne Bible Ltsel?. 
Tuc Hey. O. EH. Feusht writes: 
Our emphasia should be on direct Bible. aoa 
Poople do not lexrn if others do all tne tulnking 
‘for them. Guides to Glole study which give direc- 
tives to the learner, that awaken appetites for the 
discovery of the truths in a book and their appli- 
gation to life should be preferred.-+* 
Although this statement applics to all Bible nelps anc not 
only to Introductions, it is well to remember tne princivle 
Lt lays down from tne very first mentioh we make of the use 
o£ a nelp to Bible study. On the other hand, Trumbull says, 
telps can get in the way of or substitute for Bible study, 
but taat showld not sondem them. They are Indispensable to 
complete AibLe study."20 Thus also, in the matter at hand, 
a wise use of an Introduction to the Bible will prove helpful 
18. A mimber of excellent books of this nature are Listed 
in the catalogue of Soncordia Publishing House, St. Louis, Iio. 
19. 0. &. Feucht, An Introduction to the Bibis Study 
Project, pp. 2-5. . 5: 
20. Grambull and others, og. Git., p. 145.    
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to the reader, particularly 1f he is following tne book 
method. 
The neading, “Rook Method" of Bible reading suggests 
rounding a book of the Bible at a tine. That is the meaning 
the heading intends to give. A nunber of suthoriltties on 
Bible reading suggest that a book of the Bible be read not 
only at ons time, but at one sitting. This opinion is not 
altogether ununimnous, as the following views of Smith and 
Burgon indicate. The pook method (applied particularly to 
youn peoyle), says Smith, has no place in devotional study 
of Scriptures.2l Burgon holds that we read the Bible too 
fast and do not take timo to maditate on and consider it.22 
Tacse criticisms, however, are not altogether justified, oro- 
vided. tne book method of Bible reading is properly used. 
Tals metnod can and does heve devotional value, ut least in 
the case of some books, as Love yoints out: 
Wherever 1% is possible, 1t is desirable to read 
at a sitting those books of the Bible which are in 
themselves units of thought. In this way the flow 
of a single idea is not interrupted but ofttimes sweeps 
in upon the heart, ,woere otherwise it would get dammed 
ug and forgotten. 
fais suggestion alsa inoludes tne thougnt that not all 
books of the Bible are adaptable to the book method in the 
same degree. ‘the length of some of tne books or the Bible 
may seoa to be a reason to substantiate this, and yet we have 
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the fact, which we noted earlier, in a statement by Dr. 
P. t. Kretzmann, "Tae longest books in the Bible are be read 
in less than two hours, and there is a very great ‘advantage 
in getting a whole letter or a historical account in one pic- 
tuve."24 other authors also suggest reading any book of the 
Bible at one sitting as the first step in the study of that 
particular pook.29 26 
{here are some hooks, which, because of their character, 
are not necessarily recommended for tais method, o.g., Psalms 
or Proverba, wilchn will be discussed later under methods which 
sult them better. Also among the remaining books of the Bible 
so”6 are more adaptable to reading by tne book metnod than 
others. Usually those telling a story or having a central 
theme througnout are most sulted, e.g.,; Ruth, Jonah, Habalkinik, 
Daniel, fiosea, Galatians, Philippians, Philemon, and many 
others. Prof. Love discusses some of these books quite ex- 
texsively in liow to Read the Bible, and draws conclusions on 
all of them similar to this one concerning Jonah: “How all 
the movement of the story of Jonah is missed if one stops read- 
ing at the end of any of the book's four short chapters. ‘The 
book itself is but a leaf, and needs to be read at one sitting, 
and fairly rapidly, to make its message glow."#7 after the 
Bible reader has experlenced the thrilling insights acquired 
  
24, P. & Kretgmanon, “Why and ilow to Seuey the Bible," 
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25. alittord, Waller and otners, op. cite, Op. 46 fr. 
26. Thomas, op. Gite, Die 22 ff. 
27. Love, Op. Git., p. 22.   
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by reading some of these books at one sitting, it should not 
be necessary to urge that he try the same method with others. 
Besides proventing the undue breaking up of tne thought 
sequence of any particular book by this method, the reader 
also profits by getting the thought that the book as a whole 
presents. As was poLlnted ont in the Introduction, Bible read- 
ing, to be useful, must be purposeful. Reading by the book 
method should also have more motivation behind it than just 
trying another method. Thomas suggests that we use this method 
to get the contents, teaching, purpose, place, and power from 
each book.*2 Power will cone with the acquisition of the other 
four. Prof. B. K. Sanders says, “The basis for the exact and 
fruitful study of any biblical book must always be 2 grasp of 
its course of thought as outlined in the book itsolr."29 ue 
asks whether tne reader can taink a book through without re- 
ferring to the Bible. The Lutheran Bible Institute of Hin- 
neapolis, ifiun., has as its aim in the use ox the book metnod 
familiarity so the student can readily think it through by 
‘chapter und paragraphs.°? The average Bible reader may not 
want to set his goals quite that high immediately. Acquiring 
& general outline of the book in his mind, however, will 
be an 
assurance to the resder that he is beginning un acquaintance 
whth that book as the writer presents 1t. ‘hus, "for profitable 
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reading an outline of each book with goals to look for would 
be very helpful," according to Dr. Thomas.“ Following his 
own sugzestion, he presents such an outline for every book in 
the Bible in his Methods of Bible Study, 92 which might be used 
With profit in connection with the book method of Bibles study. 
fo choose an example or two at random, wo note tnat in Genesis 
Moses has recorded ten family records from Adam to Jacob and 
Joseph. It is also the book of origins, chiefly of creation, 
man, the Sabbath, marriage, sin, grace, ryces and the chosen 
people.%9 To read Genesis from one of these viewpoints will 
Give tac reading a definite objective. Or we mignt look into 
the New Testament, e.g., at the Epistle to the Romans. A 
mumber of outlines have been offered for this book, but Thomas 
suggests considering this analysis in reading and re-reading 
Romans : 
“neme: The Righteousness of God 
Introduction, Chapter 1:1-15 
1. Righteorsness required by God because of sin, 
1:16--3:20 
2. Righteousness provided by Goé in Christ, 6:21-26 
5. Risnuteousness received through faith, 5:27-50 
4, Righteousness anticipated sand illustrated in the 
OlG Testament, 4:1-25 = 
5. Righteousness realised in personal experience, 5--& 
6. Righteousness rejected by tne self-rignteous Jews, 
9--11 
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Such an outline can be a great aid to the reader in using 
the book method of Bible study. 
One of tac post. suggestions us to aims in Bible reading, 
also in using this method, 1s given by Dr. Theo. Huggenvik 
in his book, Your Key to the Bible. Throughout nis volume he 
points out that the central theme of the entire Bible is Re- 
Gempticn., Every book of the Bible points to this grest cen- 
tral fact. ‘To discover just how that happens in each case is 
the quest of every reader of the books of the Bible. e will 
find the promise of redemption, e.g., throughout the Penta- 
teuch, and more specifically the manner of redemption in Ex- 
odus, redemption by shedding of blood in Leviticus, tne cross 
foreshadowed in Numbers, and redemption in a future prophet 
in Veuteronomy.95 Similarly iiuggenvik shows now every book 
of the Bible tics up with Christ's redemption oF the world. 
fo Giscover these things for himself 1s one of the greatest 
joys oi the Guristian who reads his Blole. 
Another useful suggestion for the use of the book method 
ia made by Prof. Love, namely, to read books together. What 
he means by tiis can perhaps be explained best by some of his 
examples. Zooks that deal with the same period of history 
WILL cast light on each other, Cees Judges and Ruth, or Kings 
and Chronicles, or the four Gospels, and can, therefore, be 
read advisedly in conjunction with each other. ‘There is also 
  
35. Theo. Huggenvik, Your Key to the Bible, pp. 7-24. 
  
   
  
an interrelation of books of teaching with books of history, 
Gee, tne prophets with Kings or Chronicles, or in the Hew 
Testament, Paul's epistles and Acts. Books of similar themes 
might be corrslated in reading, e.g., Amos and Hosea, Joel and 
Zephaniah, Ecslesiastes and Proverbs, or in the New Testament 
Ephesians and Colossians, 1 Timothy and Titus, tne Gospel of 
Jom and nis three epistles, Jude and 2 Peter. Or similar 
themes mignt be studied in contrast, Cees Nehum and Jonah in 
relation to the city of Hineveh, or Leviticus and Hebrews in 
relution to the priesthood. Wany sinilar suggestions are mude 
in Prof. Iove’s book regarding this particular subdivision in 
the beok method of Plble reading and study. 56 Thais type of 
correlation can be very helpful to the Bible student. 
Tre question may occur to some who are interested in be- 
ginning to use the book method, "Which book should I read 
first?" @ne order of reading books is rather immaterial, yet 
this sugzestion might be passed on. Francis Carr Stifler, in 
Every lian's Book, suggests the following order to get started, 
particularly if an individual 4s not too well acquainted 
wita 
the Bible: werk, Luke, Acts, John, Matthew, tnen soris of the 
01d Testament books and Hew Testament epistles.97 Such a list- 
ing is somewhat arbitrary, but sowe readers may find it useful 
in pursuing tuis Important method of Bible reading. 
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the sincere Bible reader will give the book method     
  
his honest consideration and use, although on occasion it 
may consum¢e more of iis time then will some cf the otnsr 
methods. Keeping in mind, nowever, that God gave us the 
Bible by books, ke will be hapay to give God the opportu- 
nity Ue wants to talk to him and will read his Bible, at 
Least part of the tins, by books. 
 
IIT. Tne Chapter Hetnod. 
“Read through the Bible once a year" 4s the policy fol- 
lowed by many Bible readers. An explanation of and an appeal 
for this plan is presented by Dr. P. E. Kretzmann. He writes: 
wae best plan according to the opinion of many 
successful Bible students is to read the Bible once 
svery year. nis is the plan which nas besn accepted 
by the Walther League, and in numerous cases it is 
found to be very successful. This means that three 
cnapters are read on every week-day anc five on ev- 
ery Sunday. If we divide Ps. 119, with its 176 
verses, into cight parts, thereby increasing the 
nunber of Bible chapters by 7, tne plan proposed 
wlll just fit into one year of Bible-reading. Taere 
ar@ various advantages connected wita this system 
of studying the Bible. There is a definite begin- 
ning and a definite goal. One begins on January 1 
with Gen. 1, and concludes on December Sl with Rev. 
22. Bot tne beginning and the end of tne year's 
study is very appropriate to the particular occasion.t 
A similar taree-cnapter-a-day plan has been dévcloyed by 
Dr. john R. Samgey. fe suggests that the reader put turee 
bookmarks into his Bible wnen undertaking tnis: plan, one at 
Genesis, one at Job, and one at the beginning of the New Testa- 
ment. Then by reading one chapter a day in each section, in 
520 days ne will have read the Old Testament once, the Hew 
Testament twice, plus some ravorite chapters three or four 
times. nese extra readings of favorite chapters are made 
possible by the fact that there are only 456 chapters from 
  




Genesis to Esther inclusive and 488 from Job to Halachi, but 
520 chapters in two readings of the New Testament. Thus, 
while tne reader completes tac New Testament the second time, 







readings aiter he nas finished each section there .2 
It might be said for the Sampey plan tnaat the simultaneous 
reading froin tnree diferent sections of the Bible will pernaps 
tend to liven the reading because of the variety. In the first 
plan suggested, nowever, tne reader may nave a better opportu-   nity to gain a cleae thought connection in three consecutive 
chapters tran will the person reading from various sections of   the Bible. Incldentally, the Rev. Fredrick D- Niedermeyer 
sug ests in a magazine article tnat the pastor who is following 
a chaster plan of reading for ais congregation might do well 
to publisn tne chapters for the week in his Sunday pulletin.9 
Another suggestion in the sane article points out to us 
the shlef danger involved in following a three-chapter-a-day 
or similar plan of Bible reading. Taat suggestion 
is that the 
person who fails to read the three enap
ters for a certain day 
(or tne Five on a Sunday) must read that portion 
twice on the 
following day. Rev. Niedermeyer contends that tnis “prev
ents 
forgetting" and gives a “double plessing."* That this penalty 
would prevent forgetting to one wio 4s conscien
tiously follow- 
ing such a plan can hardly be denied. But that 
it would give 
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a double blessing--at least in the majority of cases--is open 
to question. It seems that the tendency under such a system 
would be to view the reading of a certain number of chapters 
of the Bible cach day imecn as the Pharisees in New Testament 
times felt about thelr ceremonial Laws,--that this 1s sometning 
waich mast be done because of tne personal benefits which will 
accrue from it. ‘iis attitude could make of the Bible somne- 
what of a fetish--the danger referred to at the beginning of 
this paragrapn. Yo benefit spiritually, the Christian dare 
not becoie a slave to a motnod in his Bible reading, reading 
only for veading's sake. The individual who follows the some- 
waat stereotyped metnods outlined to read throngh tne Bible in 
a year is strongly subjected to such tendencies since human 
belnes all too easily become creatures of habit. This danger, 
of pone need not exist for every Caristian, but a person 
following sush a plan shovld be strongly on his guard against 
it and might do well to ask himself wnvtner this is really tie 
best way for hlm to read his Bible. 
Although the plans outlined embody much of wost is thought 
Of in connection with a “shapter" reading of tho Bible, they 
do not include everything. Sone Bible students may read only 
one chapter a day, rather than three or five. These chapters, 
again, way be consecutive or chosen at random. Or vossioly 
more than one day may be given to one chapter. 
Gre advisability of any chapter plan of reading tne Bible 
is somewhat contested, both pro and con. One of the strongest 
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testimonies in favor of it is made by Dr. Wilbur Smith, who 
Says that tne chapter divisions we have in our Bible are per- 
fect divisions for daily devotions. He suspects that the Holy | 
Spirit led Gardinal Hugo to divide the Bible thus.° On the 
other hand, notice this statement by Julian Price. Loves: 
A second popular way of reading the Bible is by 
Ghapter divisions. Tnis may be done in order or... 
at random. iow sometimes a chapter of the Bible is : 
aunit in Liself and a real message may come from | 
this way of reading, as for example, the 55th chapter 
ox Tsaian with Lts gracious invitation. But more 
often a chapter belongs in a larger setting--a story 
or a discussion or a teaching. To stop at the end 
of the ssconé chapter of the Gospel of Hark, just be- 
cause 1% is the end of a chapter, is to stop in the 
midst of Jesus! presentation of tne Sabbath to the 
Pharisees of the Galilean synagogues. To begin at 
the beginning of even so famous a chapter as the thir- 
teenth of I Corinthians is to miss the point out of 
whicn it grows in the Last few verses of the twelfth. 
Gace twentieth chapter of Exodus with its presentation 
of the 6n Commandments nas suffered greatly by being 
severed from tas nincteenta, whica describes tho set- 
ting of awe in the midst of which the commandments’ 
were given. CGnapter divisions, like verse divisions, 
are an experiient of the church, devised in tne middle 
ages for cosvenlence of reference, but never intended 
as stopping points in reading. ‘They sometimes re- 
present nappy divisions in thought and sometimes taey 
do not. A chapter may even begin in the middle of a 
sentence, as in the case of the 22nd chapter of tie 
Book of Acts.? 
Tae treme usefulness of the chapter divisions undoubtedly 
lies somewnere between the extreme views of those who hold taat 
this is the best method of PLble reading and those who old it 
is practically usoless. Tnis statement can be clarified by 
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looking at some of the specific suggestions of tnose who ad~ 
vocate use of the chapter method. 
Some of the following statements contain tne key to the 
usefulness of a chapter metnod for the Bible student. Dwight 
L. Moody says: "It 1s a good deal better to take a single 
chapter and spend a month on it, than to read tne Bible at ran- 
dom for 4 month."8 4, H. Griffith Thomas writes: "fhe Bible 
mst be our daily food if we are to be strong and vigorous. 
Not quantity, but quality, determines the nutritive value of 
food, What we nas empnasize is capacity to receive, power to 
assimilate, and readiness to reproduce."9 A, 7. Pierson re- 
iterates tois when ne says that "the profit of Bible study 
depends not on how much we read, but on how much we understand, 
receive, Incorporate into ourselves."L0 and in on Bible 
Study we note: "A little of the Bible well understood and 
thoroughly mastered will go further and help more than a cur- 
sory imowledne of larger portions of 1t. It adds to the in- 
terest of the pursuit, and confers such a command as enables 
the reser afterwards to engage in the study of other portions 
with inereased success. "LL 
According to these statements, it is seen that the value 
in the chapter method of Bible reading does not lie in a cur- 
sory reading of a chapter, but in a somewnat more concentrated 
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study ox the individual chapter. Smith becones more specific 
in giving us details to substantiate this conclusion. te 
writes: "ren you read a chapter . . [you] do not conclude 
your atudy of it until you have discovered an outline for the 
Ghaapter, nowever simple thst ontline may be."12 He @068 on to 
adé that almost every chapter in the Bible has a definite de- 
velopment, and even advises that the Bible student never leave 
& chapter until he nas seen in 1t a development of sone theme .15 
He also takes cognigance of a suggestion by iiss Grace Saxe, 
who lists ten questions waicu might be asked with tne study of 
each chupter of tne Biole: 
1. “hat is the principal subject? 
2. “hat is the leading lesson? 
o “nich is the best verse? 
4, Who are the principal persons? 
5. What does the chapter tesch concerning Christ? 
6. Is tnere in it any example for me to follow? 
7. Is there any error for me to avoid? 
&. Is tnere any duty for me to perform? 
9. Is there any promise for me to clain? 
10. Is taere any prayer for me to echo? 
Hartin Hegland simtlarly suggests an analysis und summary of 
Gach siapter of the Bible in terms of headings, such as: 1. Con- 
tents; 2. Characters; 5. Conclusions; 4. Key Word; 5. Strong 
Verses; 6. Striking Facts .25 
Such an approach to a chapter of the Bible implies more 
than a hurried reading. Rather, 4t implies taough
t, concontra- 
tion, and meditation. ‘These three mental proce
sses, all in- 
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cluded essentially in the latter term, are indispensable to 
Bible reading or study following any method, but are particu- 
larly apolicable nere under the chayter method. Quotations 
and thouguts from several reccgnized Bible students snould suf- 
fice to elaborate on this matter of meditation. Prof. F. K. 
Sanders nolds that "the most fruitful Bible study is thet 
waish allows much time for meditation and review, and adjust- 
sient of new matertal to o1d."16 pr. smith points out that 
Bible stucy means wore than reading; it includes also medite- 
tion. He sites George ‘Mlller, another Bible student, as saying 
that true meditation leads almost automatically into confession, 
thanisyiving, intercession, or supplication.l7 Dr. Thomas 
gives us his definition of meditation. He says it mst be 
first-hand, real, and practical. It consists of careful read- 
ing, resolute application of wnat is read to one's own needs, 
prayer that it peeome a part of one's life, a sincere trans- 
fusion of it into onefs life, and a whole-hearted surrender 
and trust in God for power to practise 1t.18 Together with 
those men, R. Ae Torrey points to Psalm 1:2, where we are told 
of toe blessed man that “nis delight is in the Law of tne Lord, 
and in ‘is Law doth he meditate day and night. "19 
An application of these principles of study and meditation 
can, indeed, make the chapter wethod of Bible study 
profitable. 
16. Trumbull and others, op. cit., pe 55. 
17. smith, Ope cit.; DDPe 12
0-150. 
18. Thomas, op. Git., pp. 105-108. 
19. Torrey, 09. Cit., p- 59. 
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As has been indicated, every chapter of the Bible will not be 
equally adaptable to this method. The Blble student who uses 
it will discover this fact for himself. 










Iv. Tae Yerse Hetnoad. 
De. Martin Lutner recommended that from a study by books 
and ¢haypters, the Bible student proceed to verse study. The 
verse motuod is also advocated by othcr men who have written 
on Sible sindy. Every verse is open vo a cifrerent type of 
treatment, says Dr. Wilour Smith. Sone of the asproaches he 
SsugEGSta are to check the verbs for their meaning, to glean 
the main thongnats, to note the brief outline, or to ascertain 
the truth.about God in a certain verse. He adds that thousands 
of verses tn the Bible individually can give us sll we need 
in one devotional pertod.+ This method, of course, will in- 
volve use of the principles of study and meditation outlined 
in oreviious caapters. In his diseussion on the study of 
verges, W. H. Griffith Thomas suggests three useful apyroaches 
togetuer with examples of typical verses for each: the 
study 
of a single verse, e.g., Ps. 64:4, Phil. 4:19; successive 
verses, ¢.%., Ps. 25:6.7; Rom. 5; verses wiich are in contrast 
to each other, Cee, PS. 25:2 and 3, Luke 5:22 and Luve 4:1.2 5 
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The use of the sross reference system found in many Bibles often 
will be an aid to an underatanding of the verse at hand. 
There are undoubtedly some spiritual benefits te be gained 
from 2 verse study of Scripture, since many of these short sen- 
tence units of God's Word are full of deep meaning for the 
Christian. A warning ust be issued with any recommendation 
of this metnod, however, that the Bible student does not mis- 
interpret tas meaning of a verse as he deals with it indivicually. 
it must be understood together with its context, the sections 
preceding and following it. Rev. 9. E. Feucht points out that 
Tone of the fundasental rules for Bible study is ‘understanding 
the part in the light of the whole.'" This rule, he adds, suf- 
fers wien words or isolated passages ave overstressed.4 Prof. 
Love suys that the person who fails to observe this rule “nay 
put together two things that are really on different subjects 
aliogctner. Before long he may be off on a tangent. Hany of 
the ssots and isms that beset American Christianity have come 
about in just tais way. "9 
A wortawalle suggestion in connection witn the verse 
method is that of memorizing certain passages of the Bible, 
particularly those which arc of special significance to the 
individual, Woody recommends learning at, least one verse of 
Serivture each day.6 lot only will this personally benefit the 
Christian wao learns them, but it wlil also aid him when he 
ee ae eee eee 
4. Weucht, Toward Principles, p. S- 
5. Love, op. cit., p. il. 








Wisnes to use the truths of the Bible effectively with otner 
individuals ne’ will meet.” Torrey gives a few valuable aints vé 
concerning memorization in his book, To Shew Bhysolf Agproved. 
He suggests memorizing shonld be done systematically according 
to slassified and associated texts so that the verses arc 
learned with a ourpose, and that verscs should be conmitted 
to momory by chapter and verse.2 To have this knowledge of 
Lts Location together with the verse will be a great time- 
saver in magy ingytanees and will also carry with the verse a 
certain witnority, Lf that should ever be necessary. 
Menoriuation need not, in every instance, be verbal. To 
reuwnber the thoughts contatned in a certain verse or soction 
of tue 8ible is also a great asset to the Christian. n aid 
to such memory work according to those who have trisd is is 
marking one's Bible. Dr. P. E. Kretzmann writes: 
Another point walsh may well be remervered by 
the Bible student is that of marking cerefully, 
either by underscording or by drawing lines on the 
margin of the page, such passages as seem particu- 
Lurly appropriate for one's own usec. No two peopls 
are alike in the things waich appeal to them, and 
for that reason cach individual ought %to be 
guided 
in is Bible study by his own particular necds 
in 
tue matter of devotional expression. 
Moody holds that Bible marking is necessary to keep things 
in memory which otherwise are liable to slip 
away. 
those who disagree, he says that proper marking aids rather 
than hinders memory. 4 number of metuods of mar
king aave been 
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developed, some so complex as to use six or elpnt different 
colored pencils to mark certain types of passages or sections. 
Hoody advises using only black, elther under the word, along- 
side the verse, or by tnickening the letters of a word by 
tracing over toem. He suggests numboring oft repeated phrases 
in the margin and using a small "x" next to things generally 
unobserved, ceit., Deut. 22:5-6. A number of other suggestions 
he ofvers are: 1. Mark cross-references; 2. Nark railroad con- 
nections: 35. liark variations of the Revised Version; 4. iote 
words with cisnged meaning; 5. Mark unfortimate chapter divi- 
sions, G.., Jomn 7 and 8; 6, Write a short summary of a book 
at the becinnings; 7. Hark key words and key verses; 8. Hote 
texts pyortionlarly meaningful in your personal religious life. 
He also sugeests taat a few words written in the margin of a 
text on waicn an individual has heard a striking serson will 
recall that seruon years later.29 
A few words of explanation should be inserted here con- 
cerning the tera “railroad connections" used above in Moody's 
recommendations for Bible marking. This is a system of Bible 
marking developed and popularized particularly by Mrs. Stephen 
Menzies. nis system, simply stated, consists of a network of 
fine lines drawa across tne page of the Bible between con- 
nected and fresa thoughts. ‘These lines are culled "railways." 
faeir purpose is to make sort of a notebook of tne Bible. 
Waether this conplicated system of lines and no
tes benefits 
  













the spiritual lise of the Christian in proportion to the time 
he spends installing them in his Blble seems to be open to 
question. Anyone interested in further details of the system 
is referred to iirs. Henzles! books on the subject.t1 
in connestion with Bible marking, Moody also su:gests 
that a person might profitably borrow tne marked Bible of a 
frienc. However, he warns against marking “anything because 
you saw it in some one else's Bible. If it does not come home 
to you, if you do not understand 1t, do not put it down, "12 
So that an over-abundance of markings does not get in the 
way of devotional reading of the Bible, Dr. Thomas suggests 
that toe Bible student have two Bibles, the one for concen- 
trated study to, be marked, the other to be left unmarked. If 
the markings become too extensive, references might be left 
on tno margin of the Bible to the pages of a note book kept 
separately .t5 
Just how extensively he is going to use a Bible marking 
system will nave to be decided by the individual Bible student. 
It cannot be denied that a form of it serves a yurpose in 
memory work, and can be particularly nelpful in the verse 
métnod of Bible study. 
The decision on waich verses of the Bible to study will 
also rest largely with the person using this method. He may 
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follow tne example of George iflller, who said, "T read until 
I come to a verse upon which I can lean my whole weignt, 
and 
then stop."14 Lvery Bible reader will fremently find verses 
to whieh ne will wish to give special consideration and study 
according to the verse method. 
  





V. Tne Word iiethod. 
In tire orlginal languages of the Bible there are &,674 
different Hebrew words and 5,624 different Greek words. Our 
Waglisah Bibles contuin 6,000 different words.! A nunber of 
Bible students have advocated a atudy of many of these indi- 
vidual words as a method of Bible study. The most frequent 
MeZestions here are either that a word be traced througout 
the Bible or through an individual book of the Bible. ‘This 
métiod will necessitate the use of a concordance to the Bible. 
Excellent volumes are on the market by Young, Strong, Walker 
ang Cruden. 
It is to be ranted that the word study method is an in- 
teresting deviation from other methods of Bible study. Tts 
usefulness varies with tae Individual attempting it and also 
wita the garticular tyge of word study pursued. The advis- 
ability of tracing a word througnout the Bible, particularly 
if it is rather coumon, seems to be rather questionable. Dr. 
Smith, for exauple, suggests these words aisong others: come, 
full, increase, abound, grow, know. ‘In the first place, such 
an undertaking can confront the Bible student as a phenomenal 
task. Young's Analytical Concordance to the Bible, e.g.; 
lists over 5,000 occurrences of the word "core" in the Bible. 
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The word "know" occurs over 1,000 times. "Increase" and "srow" 
occur approximately 100 times. It seems that the impractica- 
bility ox such a study %s ratner evident. Tne other factor to 
* be considered here might be cited from Alfred E. Gsarvie's 
A Guide to Preashers. iie contends that the verbal method of 
study is not always satisfactory because tie samé word may 
take on different shades of meaning in various contexts. 
Taus this method may even be harmful to understanding the 
Bible.* ‘ais observation seems to be very mich in place since 
various meanings of the sane word may lead to confusion rather 
than understanding. 
A more workable variation of tne word method is that of 
tracing a word through an individual book of the Bible, sug- 
gested by Dwight L. Moody, wno was fond of this method. Some 
of the examples he gives are: "blessed" in Revelation, “over- 
come" in Revelation, "elieve" in Joan, "precious" in Peter, 
"yalk" in Ephesians, or a phrase, “the fear of the Lord" in 
Proverbs.4% jjany otaers might be added to this list. Limiting 
the searca of words tins to one book adds to the interest of 
the study and can be profitable in giving a fuller meaning 
to 
a particular word which a cervain writer uses or in 
presenting 
relationships of ideas connected with any particular word. 
A study of any and every word in the Bible is not 
going 
to be equally profitable by this method. Tne Bible student 
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should also always keep in mind that paging through tne Bible 
finding various words is not necessarily “searching the 
Scriptures," but is useful only insofar as it gives a deeper 
insight into the meaning of God's Word for hinself. 
Other uses of the word method have also been sugested. 
It night prove interesting to make a study of the meaning of 
proper naues in tne Bible.* 5 gome of the authorities on 
Bible stndy also suggest finding the "Key Words" of a certain 
book or chapter in the Bible.© 7 Tails may be a word which 
occurs in the book or a word which might be applied to it as 
its central thonght. Tis interpretation of the word method 
differs a Little from that presented above, but is among the 
variations of the word method which have proved userul. 
4. Toid., p. G6. ° 
5. A Bible Dictionary will be an aid in such a study. 
6. Moody, op. cit., pp. 95 ff. 
7. ‘uggenvik, op. olt.
— 
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VI. The Blographical Method. 
Because the life story of one human being is of interest 
to cthers, all of whom have experiences common to the race, 
biographies nave been among the popular forms of folk-lore and 
literature throughout nistory. Tne Bible, also, has much to 
offer us in diographical material. Of the 2,950 different men 
and women mentioned in the Bible, hundreds can be used for 
biographical study.t Tails is a very appealing approach to 
Bible study because 1t presents to us the facts in the lives 
of people who have gone over the path from the cradle to the 
grave which we are now traveling. We dare not, however, re- 
strict our biographical study to facts alone, since that would 
rob us-of meh of the spiritual benefit for our ow lives 
Which we migat acauire from a true biographical study. 
Yae American Bible Soclety in one of its pamphiets suggests 
that the individual read to find the person most like himself 
and- study his experience with God and life. Dr. Thomas simt- 
larly advises tne Bible reader to study the biographies of 
both great and small men and women to note the effects of the 
workiny, of God on the souls of men."® Hartin Hegland 
suggests 
that the reader using tnis method analyze the character
 of the 
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3. Thomas, op. Cit-, DP. 52-55.    
person under consideration, noting elements of strength and 
weakness, difflenlties faced, successes attained, and lessons 
to be learncd.“ A more“extensive statement of the values and 
approasnes to this motnod 4s given by Prof. Love. In ansver 
to the person who might complain that the Bible "just doesn't 
tell me what to do or what to think," he replies: 
» e » Of course not! David and Hosea, Peter sand 
Joun were not told arbitrarily what to do or wnat 
to think. ‘Tney learned by putting their religion 
to the acid test of life in the midst of perplexi- 
ties and problems. MTaeir problems were as real as 
ours, as difficult, as new. Tne Bible presents us 
always with Flesh and blood pcople; no mythological 
Keowulfs fighting symbolic monsters of the sea, 
but “nen of Like passions to us" meeting bread and 
buiter situations and deep heart yearnings. Our 
environment is dressed in modern garments, theirs 
in anecLents; we must face our own day in our om 
way. but tne great value of the Bible to experience 
comes in just here, not that it tells us to do as 
they did, but that it gives great illustrations of 
now men and women reacted under the guidance of God. 
Taere is guidance for us, not so much in secing 
what they thought and did, but how, in what spirit, 
With waeat motives, with what success or failure 
they lived their lives. We honor the mon of the 
past, not by keeping unaltered the results of their 
deeds, but by giving to our own tasks the courage 
and confidence in God that we see to have been in 
them. "Gonsidering the issue of their life, imi- 
tate their faith." (Heb. 15:7)5 
Among tne Bible students consulted, Dr. Wilbur Smith gi
ves 
the most comprehensive outline of just how to use the bio- 
gYagnical metnod of Bible study. He suggests the foll
owing 
Steps: 
1. Gollect all material on the enaracter. 
2. Study his ancestry. 







    
4. tiegland, op. cit., p- Sl- oom 
5. Love, Ode Cite, pe
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4. that work did he accomplish? 
5. What was tne great crisis of his life and how 
did he meet it? 
5. Note his traits of character. 
7. Were is friendships noble or ignoble and what 
were their effects..on him? 
8. Wote' his influence on others, his nation, and 
tne history of religion. 
9. Gneck the growth of his character. . 
10. Hote his religious life, prayer, faita, service 
to God, knowledge of Scripture, courage in testi- 
mony, attitude in worship. 
11. Note his faults and shortcomings. 
12. Note any great sin and its effect on Als life. 
15. “nat were tho character and influence of nis 
children? 
14. Wias ne in any way a type or anti-type of Christ? 
15. Determine the one great lesson in this person's 
Life for you personally.§ 
Every step in such an extensive outline may not be applicable 
to every person of the Bible who is studied. To the extent 
that tacy are applicable, however, the Bible student will 
have obtained something for hls own spiritual life in such a 
study.--In connection with point 14 of these sugeestions, the 
warning by Dr. Thomas concerning the study of types bears men- 
tioning. ‘This kind of comparison can be easily abused, and 
therefore he says, "In no study do we so mich need "sanctified 
comuon sense! as in the study of types. "7 Me dare not make a 
type of someone woo is not a type. 
Tie possibilities for the use of the 
biographical method. 
are quite extensive, since there are
 so many characters of 
the Bible who mignt be studied tnis way, bot
h men and women. 
Nor should this method be restricted to the 
study of well-known 
Characters, as some of tne patriarcas of the
 Old Testament or 
  
6. Smith, og. cit., pp. 86-87. 
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St. Paul of tne New Testament. ‘These are, indecd, among the 
biographies which might be studied with great venefit, out 
there are many, many other persons--propnets, judges and less- 
known people of the Old Testament--disciples, converts and 
others in the New Testament. A conprehensive study of the 
life of Christ should not be overlooked by the biographical 
student. A helpful suggestion here is to use a good narmony 
of the Gospels as an aid to that study .& 
Because tne discussion ensuing would undoubtedly be 
valuable, tne biographical metnod should be well suited to 
group activity as well as being a mothod of Bible study to 
be pursued by the individual. 
&. Outstanding in this fleld is Adam Fahling, A Harmony 
of the Gospels. Cf. also Yne Life of Christ, by tne sane 
author. Rone ma Sere     
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VII. The Doctrinal Hethod. 
The Blble is the source of all Christian doctrine, all 
the teachings of the Christian religion whicn God has re- 
vealed to man. One of the chief quests of tne Bible reader 
is to discover these doctrines for himself. Trumbull writes 
tnat tas Bible "contains God's seculiar message to mankind 
tarough men whom He trained and inssired for tnat special pur- 
pose, and that tnerefore its study must be mainly for the as- 
certaining and understanding of the divine truths that, unlike 
any other book, it has for ourstlves as we are in ovr present 
needs und ovr ultimate destiny."L This is a restatement of 
the troth that God's teacaings--tne doctrine in our Bibles-- 
are vital for us Cheistians in their relationship to our lives. 
The Bible reader, of course, is learning these teachings in 
every metnod of study he uses. The particular emphasis in tae 
doctrinal method ia that in it he attempts to formate and 
classify these teachings for ready reference and use. 
Qaere are two approaches to the doctrinal study of the 
Bible. The one, which we might call tne inductive, is 
to state 
the truth of God's teaching end then to substantiate that truth 
by means of the various Blble passages which pertain to it.
 
This ls the sethnod used in much of our catecnetical instruction. 
  




The other approach to doctrinal study, which might be 
called deductive, uses the Bible as its starting point and 
formilates the teaching from wnat is found there. This ap- 
prouc. is less liable to be influenced by bias, although it 
must proceed along sound principles of study and Biblical 
interpretation, some of which were presented in previous 
Gnapters. 
A variation of thls method, which might be classified 
under botu uvyroaches, is presented by the Rev. A. R. Kretz- 
mann, waen ne suggests that a number of related Bible passases, 
C@.5., taken from a section in the Catechism, might be minco- 
grapneG. ‘tne individual or gronp which receives this sneet 
tnrouga study discovers wnat doctrine or doctrines they contain.2 
A nmumber of similar varlations have also been developed. 
Dr. Thomas, who advocates tne doctrinal method quite 
strongly, treats the Old and New Testaments separately ss he 
discusses it. ‘The 014 Testament reader should keep in wind 
that tuere is a progressiveness of revelation in this section 
of the Bible woica ls most complete at the end. Nevertheless, 
the reader can find quite an adequate doctrine of God already 
in Genesis, notin; that Ye appears there as Creator, Lawgiver, 
Judge, Provider or Ruler, and Redeemor. The doctrine of man 
is also quite clearly set forth in his glory in creation, his 
humiliation througa sin, his need of redemption, his longin
gs 
  
2. A. R. Kretzmann, op. cite, Dp. 676-677.














for God, and his endeavors after righteousness. fo mention 
just a few in the New Testament, tne reader will discover in 
the Gospels alone the doctrines of the Messiansnip of Jesus, 
the kingdom of neaven, the person of the Son of God, the suf- 
ferings and death of Christ, the second advent, ths dispensa- 
tion of the Spirit and tne great commission.® 
wae central doctrine of all of Seripture is salvation by 
grace shrough faith in Jesus Christ. All otner doctrines re- 
volve sbout it anc are dependent upon it. The reader, either 
individually or in a group, who discovers and substantiates 
taese doctrines of the Bible for nimself in relationsnip to 
als own lite will not have used tne doctrinal metnod in vain. 




VIII. The Topical Hethod. 
Tne Bible is full of topics which might be discussed in 
this caupter. In fact, every page of Scripture migont yield a 
nunber of them. It is perhaps this utter profusion of tonics, 
coupled with other factors, that leads Love to write: 
Sonetimes, studious people try to follow a 
guide for reading the Bible by topics, . . . what- 
cver values may be gained are decidedly limited 
by the artificiality of the pursuit. For men do 
not live by topics. You cannot trace purity 
through the Bible, and then love, and then truth- 
vulness, and then something olse, and get a good 
life by adding them all together. Not only are 
you bound to miss much becanse you never can get 
enough topics, but you miss much related thought 
taat is coucned in different language. You are 
like tue man wao traced the thought of sacrifice 
tarougna tne Bible in this way and omitted tne 
rifth chapter of Revelation with its wonderful 
picture of the Lamb, standing as thouga 1t had 
pesn slain. That glorious chapter nappens not to 
contain tne word "sacrifice." 
in tne face of such adverse opinion, it may seem ratner 
useless to continue toils chapvter. However, althouga what Love 
Says is true, there can, nevertheless, be some value ina 
topical metnod of Bible study, depending largely on the topics 
whieh are considered and tne way in which tney are handled. 
In fact, some Bible students recommend it very hignly.   
Tie object of the topical method is to find everything 
in 
| . the Bible referring to a certain subject and
 to gain theroby 
  
1. Love, op. clt., pp» 135-14.   m  
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a full insight Into what God says concerning, that topic. 
Doing, this will necessitate the use of helps. Almost any 
Bible will offer a limited amount of ald to this method in 
the cross references down the center of the page. Special 
Bibles und concordances nave also been published as an aid 
to tails metuod of study. 
Not 211 subjects or topics need be treated alike, nor 
can they. Snitn gives us an example of what mignt be done 
with the topic: Prayers of the Bible. He tells us that there 
are 66 in the Old Testasent and 49 in the New Testament. He 
suggests that the Bible student might consider the following 
for exsn prayer: 
1. Who is praying? Is he or she a child of God? 
2. Uircunstances in waich the prayer is offered. 
o. The physical aspects: time, posture, etc. 
4. the definite word used to indicate the act. 
5. To whom is it offered--Fatner, Son, or lioly Ghost? 
6. fne general order of the prayer. 
7. The subject of prayer. 
8. Its relation to the promises of God's Word. 
9. Tne answer to the prayer. Is it recorded? 
Assumed? Waoen did it oceur? 
10. Tae result of tne prayer for the one praying 
and for otners. 
For our purposes we mignt classify tne various topics as 
those of a general nature and those which meet a problem. A 
great number of possible general topics are suggested by 
various authors. smith lists the following as examples: 
  
2. Cf. Nave's Topical Bible, Harper's Topical Soncordance, 
and Thompson's The Wew Ghain Reference Bible. 
3. Sai th, aps Cite; De Ss. ‘nis 1s merely an example and 







1. Words tnat nave come down from heaven to men. 
2. "ear iot's" of the Bible (ca. 200 in number). 
5. Great Conversions of the Bible. 
4. Whaat the Bible has to say about itself. 
5. Violations of tos 10 Gommandments and their 
Consequences. 
. 6 “inst's" of the Bible. 
7. Teachings of Jesus as practiced in His ovm life. 
8. Attributes of God. 
9. Gifts of God and of Hts Son. 
10. Questions Jesus. asked men. 
LL. “nat Garist ass us to do for Him (follow, look, 
seek, believe, love, watch, etc.). 
12. Invitations of Jesus. 
15. FRuotions of Jesus (joy, sorrow, grief, etc. ). 
14. Emotions aroused in otners by Jesus (amazement, 
anger, etc.). 
15. Verdicts concerning Christ in the Gospels 
(Simeon, Pilate, ete.). 
1G. The person and work of the Holy Spirit. 
17. Great revivals of the Old anc New Testaments. 
13s. nc YWords of Christ. 
a. Tneir Divine Origin. 
b. Their sbiding caaracteristics. 
Ge Tueir power in our hearts. 
a. Their ultimate place in final judgzent. 
fac place we should accord thein in our lives.4 5 
Other approaches and topics have also been offered. Thomas, 
for instance, suggests that in the 01d Testament tne Leading 
ideas of individnal books aiflgit make excellent topics, ¢.g.; 
the idea of origin or beginning in Genesis, redemption in
 Ex- 
odus, worship in Leviticus, conquest in Joshua, failure in 
Judges, tne providence of God in Job, communion 
with God in 
3 7 
the Psalms, and faitafulness in Isaiah.? 
  
    
4. Ibic., p. 05. Ta 
—_—". ’ +0: ie2ht also have been listed 
5. A nuuber of these topics mig SNES wa method: A 
under the doctrinal method, others und 1m; 
certain amount of overlapping is unavoidable. Sey nr ane 
listed as by tne authors suggesting them. The sin 2 thera 
of these topics will be more satisfying than that of others. 
5. 7h : De ite ° 51. : 5 
7. thie fa oP ost taentieall to finding the key word of these 
books. 
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A great mumber of tonics have been built np around the 
life of Christ, e.g, His parsbles, miracles, conversations, 
prayers, tic Lord as Teacher, the relation of Paul to Ghrist, 
the second advent, etc. 
Thomas also suggests the study of historical periods in   
the Old Testament. He separates seven periods: 
1. Stages from Egypt to Canaan. 
2. Steves in tae conquest of Canaan. 
5. Jauses of tne scparstion of tae kingdoms. 
4. tise of tne prophets. 
5. ‘tne kingdom af Isracl. 
6. Taree stages of the captivity of Judean, 
(Jenolakin, JehoLlachin, Zedekiah). 
7. “uree stages of the return (Zerubbabel, 
Rzra, Nehemiah). 
Another approach to the general topic worthy of mention 
is tant of map study. This might be used effectively with the 
journeys of tae patriarcns and Israel in the Cld Testament, 
and the travels of Jesus and Paul in the New Testament. 
“he seeand classtfication for the topical metuod ia that 
of tovies waich weet a problem. By this is meant topics whicn 
arise frou a situation or are of special interest to an i
ndi- 
vidual or a group for some special reason. Kxamples of this 
ty26 of topic might be: a study of the liturgy 
in its Scerip- 
tural background, the Biblical teaching on a false view neld 
a 
by some denomination in the commnity, tne Bible's teachings 
on war, the relationship of the Gh {stian to the house of 
worship, ete. A topic of this sort will undoubtedly elicit 
  
8. Thomas, op. cit., DD. 55-54. 
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more interest than will most general topics, since it has a 
direct bearing on the life of the individual or the group, 
and will, therefore, also be more profitable. 
It is adwitted that perhaps the widest possible interpre- 
tation of the topical metnod has been presented tn this chap- 
ter. Beewmse its possibilities are almost infinite, 1% is dif- 
ficult to localize. it is well that the reader who uses this 
netnod consider the statement by Prof. Love quoted at the be- 
ginning of the chapter and remember that a profitable topic 
study presupyoses the wise choice of a topic and a discreet 
trestment of it. 
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EX. The Unit of Thougnt Method 
The best of all ways to read the Bible with 
satisfaction is by units of thought. A Bible that 
is well yaragrayhed, and one in which tne caapters 
and vers¢s do not stand out too prominently will 
nelp greatly in this. For the paragraph of writing 
reprascats more nearly than anything else tne way 
people think. 
+ © » A unit of thought is any passare, now- 
ever long or short, that naturally belongs together, 
and sould be read and understood together because 
it deals with just one theme. In mich of the book 
or Jroverbs, thouga not in all, cach separate verse 
is a unit of thonght by itself, and therefore read- 
ing by verses is ovite in order. You can vegin 
anywhere and stop anywhere; it does not matter mich. 
But in tne beok of Judges, the story of Sanson, 
eis. 146-15, is one unit of thought in itself, and 
1% is absyrd to stop snort of these four chapters 
in reaiing. ‘to one who nas never tried it, the e6f- 
feet of reading a complete story from the Bible at 2a 
sitting cones with a thrill of surprise, and often 
produces an enthusiasm for Bible reading that trans- 
forms Life habits. 
Tous Prof. Julian Price Love of Louisville Presbyterian 
Seminary introduces and defines what hé calls ‘hmit of thought" 
Bible reading in his recent book, How to Read the Bible. Al- 
though some Bible students nave pordered on this method by re- 
gees 
ferring to a paragraph study of the Rible,* 5 4 the nnit of a 
thought ides differs from the approaches to Bible study advo- 
cated by most previous authorities. 
ee, 
1. Love, ov. cit., pp» 14-15. 
2. Branlick, op. clt., Pde 77-78. 
S. Stifler, op. cite, De 19. pen
 
4. Trumbull] and others, op. Gite, DPe Sir-ve- 
    
he merits of this method speak for themselves as onc 
reads Love's book and tries what ne sugsests in his owm Bible 
reading. fiueh of what will be presented here concerning this 
method is in the words of Prof. Love himself, since he presents 
his case better than could someone else. 
ae unit of thought method assumes that tne Bible consists 
of a mimber of “story" units. The object of the Bible reader 
using tais metnod is to read these stories without paying par- 
ticular heed to chapter and verse divisions in his Bible. Some 
of the nnst obvious of these stories in the Bible are tnose 
Waicn consist of entire books, e.#., Ruth, Ksther, Jonah, Ga- 
latlans und others. ‘These have already been discussed at some 
length in tne chapter on the book method and will, therefore, 
be dissensed with nere with a quotation concerning a longer 
book of che Bible--ifark--whioh is typical of Love's enthusiasm 
for this method: "Anyone wio reads the gospel of Mark thus, at 
one sitting, nas in store for him a new entrance into the heart 
of the Master, » real vision of Jesns as though he were here in 
the flesh."9 
Story units, however, need not: necessarily embody entire 
books. A single book may contain a number or series of such 
units. 
the life 
Take Genesis for example. If onc 
knovs 
story of Adam, lioah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, 
and Jo- 
ec knows the book of Genesis. He does not 
even 
seph, ni > . 
need to make an exception of the story of creation, 
ene — 
  
5. Love, op. Git., De 25.    
for this is artistically told as sart of the story 
of Adam. ‘She universe was made for man. Indeod 
one of the most disastrous mistakes that can be made 
in reading the book of Genesis is to pin the mind 
on the stories of events rather than on the stories 
of men. Tue events are narrated to trace the de- 
velopnent of the characters of the men.§ 
In succecding pages Love elaborates on these thonghts, and makes 
& Stlll stronger appeal for his contention by saying: 
The most fascinating of all the cycles of tas 
book of Genesis is taat of Joseph. The story runs 
_in romantic development from chapter 57 to the end 
of the book, thongh 1t contains by contrast in chas- 
ter SS the story of the lechery of Jacob's sons. 
Taia couplete story of Joseph can easily be read in 
an jour or less, . . . Yet now few Christians have 
ever read tne story as one! The division into thir- 
teen [sic] aifferent chapters makes it look like a 
stupendous task, and scores of good people who think 
notaing of an hour's magazine story Mave never 
thought to read the story of Joseph. Yet there are 
few stories in literature more rewarding. I have 
myself known several famllies wita children who had 
found diffieulty in becoming interested in the Bible, 
put wao found that interest whetted by the reading 
of tne Life of Josegh at one or two sittings. .. - 
  
The book of Judges may de treated similarly to Genesis; 
but not all books of the Bible fall into story divisions of 
charasters. Sowe, 6.g., Deuteronomy, can best be divided by 
the occasions on witch Moses addressed tho people. The pro-   
phets are yet. anotner type of book. "In the case of tae 
prophets, learning to start and stop with a new prophetic 
Vision is tue beginning of wisdom. The proghets preacaed, 
ey nad a particular ‘burden! or tvisio
n,' 
of taught, only when th 
  
&. Ibid. ) Ppp e eee 
Mate Tbid. D2. 2~ 2 e 
Se Tals éxauplel incidentally, 1s closely 
related to the 
blographical method.   | |
a SS ae ee 
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and the inuricings of these new messages usually stand out. "9 
A few random examples of such markings are: “Hear this word," 
"Thus saith the Lord, @ "In the days of Anaz," "te burden of 
Babylon," 6te,10 
in still other books the story units revolve around 
problems. Asong othiers, Love cites I Sorinthians as « clear 
exanple. 
+ « » One inay read this letter of Paul as a coliec- 
tion of remarks of good advice, and may find in 1t 
soue good dostrino, and beautiful poetry as well, 
wi thous realizing how the thougnts are fitted to- 
getuer. So he will fail to get the real message of 
the Lett ver Trou reading it piecemeal. But, if he 
S6uses the fact taat the first four chapters, with 
all thofr eviphusis on tue different work of dif- 
ferent leaders, and with all their seemingly un- 
related teaching about tne cross of Christ and the 
wisdom of God, are dealing with just one problem, 
to.t of party strife in the Corinthian church, he 
begins to get the thought together and to delight 
in its sense Tne apostie is trying to solve tne 
euse of division into four parties by showing that 
the Corintnians are following the worldly wisdom 
of pride in favorite personalities, while the cross 
of Christ is God's real wisdom that binds all groups 
togetner. . . th 
And thus through the book of I Corinthians Love points out the 
provlens whitch Paul attempts to solves in nis letter. 
Another type of story unit is exemplified in Mutthew--the 
mnit of teaching. ‘he various sermons of Jesus a3 recorded 
here constitute the units.12 
Not every book of the Bible can be read from s unit of 
thougnt approach, strictly speaking. Love contends that some 
    
9. Love, op. Git., De SV. 
10. Ibid., pp. 50-335. 
ll. Ibid., p. 34. 
12. ibid. ; DPe 6D<-57. 
    
 
of tne sacred literature of the Bible is primarily feeling. 
- « e this is not to disparage any of tne sixty-six 
books, nor is it to say that any one of tnem is de-, 
void of thought. But it soon becomes evicent to tne 
reader, of the Bible that .. . otners [books] can 
be understood only by entering into thelr mood. They 
nave some into existence because of a single mood, 
as in the case of some of the shorter ones, or ticy 
are 2 collection of many mocds, as is supromely the 
case with the Psalm Book. ‘fo Lay the stress on thougat 
content is often to miss tne purpose of such litera- 
ture. ‘ia learn to feel vith the author or authors is 
to pet the real value.t9 
As an example of such a book, Love cites Nahum. In ex- 
vlaining “ls reasons for this position, he includes the follow- 
ing statenents: 
@ye prophesy of Nahum is not In the reading 
eunon of a good many Garistians. Some who have read 
2% onse have dismissed it as impossible for Chris- 
sian experience. Bitter, vengeful, even vindictive, 
1f toils brief nessage is understood to be final 
tninting about the way a believer in God may react 
toward his enemies, then 1t just dees not belong in 
the same volume with the teaching of Jesus on 
for- 
giveness. but the prophecy of Wanum is not teaching 
ab all; it is feeling. It 1s a magnificent presenva- 
tion of the spectacle of exultation over tae down- 
fall of evil. Ita inspiration lies in ita faithful 
picture of eroused indignation. « + «~ 
Turning to the New Testament, Love lists 
Philippians as 
a book of a aifferent mood. In its discuss
ion he includes: 
, = eo 
. 1 
ing 
. « » Fo yet into the mood of jo
y and of lov ; 
Sariatian fellowsa!y, and to read 
this little let- 
ter (preferably at one sittin
g) as the high-water 
mark ta the expression of 
such joy and fellowship, 
4s to understand it with the h
eart. 
: Mave tais
 mind in you which was also
 in Christ 
Jesus," (pail. 2:5) is really t
he key-note of the 
é 
: ee ees 
1S. fbld., p. 33. 





letter. Tit is pre-eminently the Yew Testanent's 
exhortation to the imitation of Ghrist. To get in- 
to the apirit of the lether is to feel in turn the 
wide ranges of thut fellowship. ‘The willingness of 
Panl to initate his Lerd, tis lomility, his readti- 
ness to obey the higher will, nis refusal of satis- 
faction with ulmself balanced by his contentment 
with "whatever state,"--all these and many More ex- 
pressions of the rood of following Christ are canght 
up into the atmosphere of Christian fellowsniy in 
Waich she apostle san most cffeetively urge ais 
ecaders, "Be ye Imitators together of me." (Phil. _ 
5:17) Vo get this "mind" 4s to read Patlippians.l5 
AS was noted above, the Book of Psaliis {s the outstanding 
exanyle of a book whish does not confine itself to a single 
mood, init “abous runs the game of human feeling."+5 when ve 
read them from this aporoach, various Psalms will apyeal to us 
more thar othcrs besausé tie mood may be ours or it may be une 
natural to us. 
- - « But, at all times, we will strive to follow sympa- 
thetieally along this arterial itghway of spiritual 
emotions. If the Psalmist, exnlting In God's provi- 
dence, declares that he has "not seen the righteous 
forsaven, nor nis seed beguing bread," (Psa. 57:25) 
we will rejoice with nim in that spirit, even though 
wo have seen good people go hungry. IP the Paalmist 
orociains tnac God nas rewarded him according to his 
ri oatcousness ; we will rejoice with hin that shat was 
possi ‘le and will forget the appearance of pride. 
(Psu, 19:29,24) If the Psalaist lmprecates the wrath 
of God upon nis foes, going farther than Nahum in 
beceine for weath that has not yet been decread, 
we 
wll enter tue | i uffering and be Wi e ter he polgnancy of his 31 ing 
imuibled by our ow impatience rather than by nae 
(see, 6.g., Psa. 157:7-9) For we must never forget 
that we ave Now Testament Christians, and that not 
all tne Psalms of the days of the old covenant 
meas 
ure up to the apiriinal and moral heights ora 
yx 
festanent. But they may still be very valua 
te or 
some of us nave not yet cangat up to their -state 
of 
mind, and 1t will be worth while for all of 
us to see 
  
15. ibid., pp. 40-41. 
16. Tbid., pe 41. : 
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out of what varieties of religious experience God 
Aas brougat his people to the full Lignt tnst is 
in Jeaus Ghrist. With this in mind, we siall be 
better fitted to remember that the Psalm Bock nas 
been the great source of Shristian, as well as of 
Jewlsn, devotion. 
Because they do expresa moods, Love feals tnait the Psalms 
cain be read nore profitably in groups classified according to 
tne feelings tnovt is dominant in them. Although some of them 
mLgnt be Listed under several classifications, he dividss tne 
Psalme uncer the following heads: 
1. Psalms of Adoration. 
2%. Paalus of Meditation. 
5S. Psalms ar Trust. 
4. sales of Complaint. 
5. Psalus of Marnest Petition. 
6. Penitential Psalms. 
7. vals of Tnanksgiving and Gratitude. 
Festal Psalus. 
9. Liturgies. 
13. “istorical Psalms. 
11. Yar Panlns. 
12. lfessinnic Psalms. 
15. Taprecstory Psalnts. 
14. Psalms of the Glorification of Zion. 
15. Psalms of tne Law. 
16. Psalms of tae Future Life 18 
    
In fact, Love devotes a large part of nia po
ok to a de- 
tailed online of all of the books of the Bible witn their p
roper 
Givisions according to the unit of thought meth
od as he sees it. 
fe nas tn all instances broken all the units Go
wn into the snort- 
est possible ssctions to accommodate also those read
ers wno can- 
not spend longer periods of ime on ev
ery occasion that they 
read the Bible.l? 
  
eee cee: senmeee 
17. Ibld., Pde 41-42. 
: 
18. Thid., po. 45-62; 92-94. 
19. Tbid., pp. 75-148.
Yne unit of thought method seems to be a very sane ap- 
preach to Bible reading. If the experience os the writer is 
a true indleation of its effectivensss, every Bible reader 
wino tries this aetnod will retain it permanently as one or 
the methods he will continue to pursue in his reading snd 





X. Using tne Bible for a Present Situation. 
There come times in every Christian's life when he feels 
that he snould Like to turn to God and his Bible in a special 
way. ‘tnese times usually coincide with events in nis life 
wiiech arouse one or the other of the individual's emotions. 
Ad such a time the Christian might turn to one of tne printed 
ucGlos available, of which Love says, 
+ « e Theve are numerous pamphlets that advise us, 
'oaen in sorrow read such and such a chapter; when 
in tronble, or in doubt, or in temptution, or in 
some otner special condition, turn to this or that 
glace in the Bible." Such nelp is no doubt good, 
yet it often is but an artificial efrort to fit a 
passage to a.mood, forgetting taat moods vary wita 
individuals. 
In « situation or occasion such as those referred to, tne 
Cnristian wio by a systematic use of his Blole has learned to 
know 1% und its message from God to him is going to have a 
great advantage over tue Christian wno is not acquainted with 
iis Bible. He can turn to those sections in the Bible vnich 
ne knows by experience meet ois needs and is also able to meet 
uncomson experiences in life with the strong spiritual life 
acquired by a constant use of the Bible before that situation 
arises. In applying God's Word to our special emotional ex- 
periences 1t is more important to have seen and absorbed tne 
  
1. Love, OD- Glte,; De 
151. 
  
spirit and method of persons in tie Bible who met with great 
experiences also, tnan to hunt for the experience of another 
that exactly corresponds to our own.2 
On tne other hand, there are speolul occasions in a 
Christian's life--tiose which recur year after year--at which 
he might turn to specific sections of Scripture with benefit 
to himself. Birtidays or other family anniversaries give oc- 
casion to read special passages of tne Bible concerning the 
family and fanily life. Among these are: Gen. 2. 5; Dent. 6; 
1 Sam. 1-5; Prov. 1-9. 31; Luke 1:51-523 John 2:1-113; Jonn 19: 
25b-27; liack 5:51-55; Eph. 5:15--6:9. National anniversaries 
and holidays might also be suitable occasions for special 
resdings. Thanksgiving Day, particularly, mignt lead the 
Caristinn to turn to the Psalms of Tianksgiving or other sec- a 
tions on giving thanks, among them Hiab. 5; Luke 17:11-19; 
Poilisyians; IT cominentans 8 and 9. Special seasons of the : 
chure a year, particularly Advent and Lent, lend themselves to 
tone reading of portions of Scripture especially applicable. 
Pais snovid not be limited to reading the specific Christmas 
or passion stories in the Wew Testaent only, but might also 
gO back into Old Testament prophecies and suitable Psalms.9 
Vacation time, which also becomes vacation time from 
re- 
ligion for many Christians, should never be
 overlooked as a 
ee ee nen es teem se 
2. Ibid., p. 152. ; ‘ 
5. Tia. , pp. 158-160; 
162-165.   
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most fitting time for sharing some of the experiences of 
Biblical authors with God's creation. "Real joy awaits tne 
one wno will prepare his schedule for his Bible reading, during 
tne vacation as carefully as he marks his road mags or packs 
nis bags," suys Prof. Love. A large number of Psalms make 
excellent reading out in the open, among them favorites being 
8, 19, 45, G4, 95, 104, 121, and 148. Other selections which 
may have s.ecial meaning and perhaps even arouse new thrills 
in a vacation setting away from the hustle and bustle of civi- 
lization are iieahn 6; Isaiah 5. 40 and 55; Jeremiah 25 and 24; 
1 Kings 16 and 19; Matt. 431-11; Matt. 5-7; Mark 9:1-15;5 
ark 4; Joan G3 and Hark 14:52-42,5 
  











XI. "ae Bible Student and the Family Altar.L 
Althovgh the main empiasis in previous chapters has been 
on-the incividual's use of the Bible, tne writer does not want 
conlesve the impression that the Bible showld be restricted to 
sven use. It shovid also be road with others. Especially is 
tils true in the family. On the other hand, family reading of 
the Bible dare never replace individual reading. It seens 
tust personal acquaintance with and use of the Bible by the | 
individnal Gnristian 1s almost essential to a successful ) 
family use of the Blble, sometimes called "The Family Altar." 
The individual, particularly the parent, wno has experienced 
God's \lessing in ails private use of the Bible will want to 
shure taut blessing with his family and will be able to con- 
tribute uuch to its mutual spiritual growth. 
One such contribution to the family altar is that of 
adapting 2 metaod of Bible reading wiich the individual has 
found varticularly userul to fanily use. It appears that the 
unit of thought method might be readily adaptuble, as might 
also the biogragaical, on occasion the book method, or pernaps 
some of tne otners. 
(Seren: neers eee 
 
1. It is not tne purpose of this chapter t
o sumzest methods 
for conducting a fant ly altar, whieh deserve a 
rch more exe : 
tensive treatment. Tac writer merely wisnes 
to point out a 
there is a relationsnip between tie individual 
and oaencamraeed 
as far as Bible reading 1s concerned, t




An important consideration in planning and conducting a 
family altar is the age of the children in the family. More 
specific sugzestions in this matter will be made in the next 
chapter. 
“& great number of nelps for the family altar have ap- 
peared and are appearing on the market. If any of them are 
used, tue choice should be made rather carefully. Emphasis 
should be plased particularly on reading from tne Bible itself. 
It seems that a certain amount of explanatory or devotional 
materlal used with it can be helpful as long as it does not 
supercede or revlace the Bible.? A brief, informal discussion 
might be more beneficial than several pages of written material 
Wiican is read. 
For tne sake of the children in the family, a suggestion 
fron Love's book is ineluded neres 
0 much cannot dé sald for the value of reading 
tae Bible to children along with the hymn book. To 
find hyuns that suggest something slong the line one 
is reading, and to sing tnem together, is to do more 
than tooks ean do to help plant the Bible in the 
children's minds and hearts forever. . .- + A child 
- 
wno early learns to sing nis religion ro be apt 
to 
grow the most fruitfully in his Paith. 
It might be added that an adult wno sings nis religion may have 
mach the same experience. Some of the grandest religio
us ex- 
pressions of our Bible in the Psalius and
 elsewhere are hynms. 
  
2. wartin Hegland ass incorporated into a recen
t volume, For 
His Namets Sake, some of these principles
. 
Se Love, Ope ctt.,





















XIL. liethods Adaptable to Ohnildren.2L 
Children, also, snould be Bible readers. Tne Bible gives 
us God's injunction to parents: "And these words, which I com- 
mand tise this day, shall be upon thy heart; and thou snalt 
teach tnem diligently unto thy children."* This implies that 
the children are also to learn God's Word. ‘The most direct 
method tiat tue parent nas of teaching children God's Vord is 
Girect1ly from the Bible. 
This is perhaps not as simply done as stated. For, sys, 
Prof. Love, 
. . e the Bible is written to adults. Its language 
and ooint of view are adult. Its purpose is to 
persuade and ground those wao are able to taink and 
reason. Its writers nowhere attempt to adapt their 
thought to the caild mind. Taney leave that entirely 
to the heads of the families that make up the be- 
lieving nousehold. 
fae parents! obligation of teaching the Bible to their 
cuildren besins in tae caild's infancy. In the eariy years 
. 
culldren shoula be told the Bible stories in Ssiupl
e Language 
which they understand. ‘The age at wnich tne child itsel
f may 
be able to begin reading personally will va
ry with children. 
. ff nb ject of caildren and 
the Bible might receive a- 
ee oa eatensins as this one on m
ethods of Bible reading 
and study. 2nce children are awong Bible reade
rs, however 
this subject of methods would be incomplet
e cea one er 
on some of the particular considera
tions to be made with 
children, although it by no means exhau
sts them. 
2. Deut. 625-7. 
S. Love, op. Glt., peli.  
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When they do begin reading, Prof. Love holds that at least up 
to the age of eight a series of well-illustrated Bible stories 
is preferable to naving the child read directly from tne Bible.* 5 
fall and Wood feel that as soon as possible children should 
hear the reading of the Blble text itself, 
e « « tor children should be accustomed at an early 
age to the msic of Biblical language. There are 
versions of the Bible in waieh the whole book is 
told in short and faniliar words. ‘This is wholly 
unnecessary and deprives the child of the discipline 
and training whica come from familiarity with noble 
and exalted Language. 
Tiis Latter view is not completely in harmony with that of 
Love, «no nolds, especially of cnildren wio are beginning to 
read tue Sible themselves, that "Parents will frequently find 
that introducing their children to some of tne modern speech 
versions will give a thrill of new discovery and lead to muca 
steadier delight in Blole reading."? Particularly is this true 
of Bibles printed much as are other books which the child uses, 
in paragrash divisions. Educational and child paycnology, as 
far as interest and learning is soncerned, agrees here witn the 
position of Love. ‘Tne parents who follow tn
is policy witn their 
children should, of course, be aware of th
e shortcomings which 
the version vein; used wight have. It
 might be well also to 
use tne King James Version at lea
st part of the tine with the 
older children to acquaint them with 
some of its peculiarities 
  
  
5. Tea eemal adds will be helpful dur
ing this period also. 
G. Hall and Wood, og. cit-s 
PP- 159-160. 




and Lts superior Lingnistic characteristics. Caution should 
be observed, sowever, particularly with the younger children, 
that tasy Go not become confused about the whole thing. 
Pernaps ons of the most pressing mattevs to parents is 
that of choosing the parts of the Bible most suited to reading 
to and with their children. It is well to keep in mind always 
that siildren like a story. Younger children, especially, like 
stories that deal with other children, and some of the stories 
of children in the Bible might be used to advantage. Since 
tnese arc Limited, though, they should not be over-used.& 
Parents mist also always remember that they are not tel Ting 
the cuild the story for the story's sake only. Children are 
to grow spiritually just as adults snould. Taey need more help, 
however, in determining the applications to be msde to their 
own lives taan do adults. ‘To give them this guidance is part 
of tne parents! responsibility. 
Tt is sometimes assumed that tue Old Testament 1s, pri- 
marily tue caildrents book because of its great number of 
Stories. Altnough there are many stories in tne Old Testament, 
the enila should read tie New Testauent also, and particularly 
the Gospels and Acts.? Tne Gospel message i
s as important for 
the child as for anyone else and he should reac it
 for his 
spiritual growth. Love points out
 that because of its fast 
Moving action, Mark 1s perhaps b
est suited to younger children, 
eee 
8. Ibid., 9. 165. 
9. Thid., pp. 167. 172. 
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and Iuke to those a little older, wiile Jonn and Matthew are 
still a little more adult in their approach and outlook.10 
Although musa of the Bible can be understood by children, 
there are some books and portions of books which are rather 
obscure to thom and migat, therefore, be saved until they are 
@ little older. Among these mignt be listed some sestions 
frou tne major prophets and some of the minor prophets entirely. 
In the Hew Yestament, some of the eoistles are a little above 
tue mental reach of sonildren.tt 
Gnildnood is undoubtedly the best time to stress memo- 
rization of God's Yord. Hall and Wood list a number of sections 
which they consider: worthy of such emphasis, including a Large 
mumoer of Psalus, many Proverbs, the Beatitudes, Lord's Prayer, 
Good Sanaritan, Lost Sheep, John 20, Rom. 12, 1 Gor. 15, Phil. 
5215-21, Janes 5, and others.1@ ‘Ye might subtract fro
m this 
‘list or might add a great many other passages. But the im- 
portance of memorizing from the Bible should not be i
gnored. 
Besides the blessing of having these portions of Scripture
 for 
tneie own throughout life, many people in olé age 
or under 




many blessings from the passages learne
d in youth. The memory 
work of the child, incidentally, shoul
d not be mere rote learn- 
  
10. Ibid.,; pd. 167-168. 
ll. Love, op. cit., pp. 
Bible with the sections he cons 
for cnildren. 
12. Hall and Wood, op. Git., Dp.» 
33-172, lists all tne books of th
e 






ing, but he should, of course, understand what ns is memorizing 
so tnat it does not besome a chore witnout a purpose. 
The teen-age gronp presents special problems in all re- 
ligious ficlds, and elso in the matter of Bible resding. An 
important factor at this tins, as always, is the example of 
tue parents. Fernaps the biographical method of Bible reading 
is one of tne most appenling also to this group, as it is to 
younger children. Hall end Yood suggest that tneir Bible read- 
ing misht be correlated somewnat with their school work, €.£., 
by studying the contacts of Israel with the great nations of 
the earth--Egypt, Assyria, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, Rome-— 
tarough Hible references. An attempt to place themselves into 
Bible times through exerolges suo as writing an imaginary 
letter desertbing the David and Goliath story from the Israel- 
ite cans, mignt be usable.25 Although these suggestions 
may 
not fully satisfy us, they should stimulate us to more 
thinking 
on the problem. 
9 teach enildren God's Word is one of the most satisfying 
activitios in the world. Jesus ilimself points to 
a child's 
faith as exemplary and admonishes all Christians to cultivate 
sueh a faith. Guristian parents wno are aware of this will 
consider 1% one of their foremost privileges to teach their 
chiléren God's Word in the Bible a
nd to study it with them, be- 
Ginning with the biographical metho
d and expanding to some of 
  




















"Wnen I pray, I talk to God, but when I read the Bible, 
God is talking to me, and it is really more important that 
God should speak to me than that I speak to Him."1 dhe pur- 
pose of the preseding chapters has been to help the Onristian 
to do this most important thing in life effectively--to let 
God speuk to hin. A number of methods of Bible reading and 
study have been presented by way of definition and explanation 
and an attempt has been made to show their individual and 
relative strong points and weaknesses. : 
A lengthy presentation on methods of Bible reading and 
study in itself, nowever, cannot produce Bible reading. In 
order tiat these methods accomplish anything, the Caristian 
mst use his Biole. Altnongh the case may be overdrawn a bit, 
Prot. Love  suts it very interestingly when he warns: 
We need to avoid "bibleolatry." To worship the 
book as a book is but to practice another form of 
idolatry. We are saved by God in Christ, not by a 
book. ‘Tne Bible is not a talisman, to be kept on 
some end-table in the living room as a protection 
against the goblins of the soul. _The black binding, 
red edges, and limp leather in watoh most of our 
Bibles come, the phrase “Holy Bible" awesomely 
printed on the cover, the reverence in which it is 
rigatfully used, all these can becorie but the means 
of defeating its real purpose. To use it as a dy- 
namic for life is the only cure for this sin. 
  
1. ioody, op. cit., p- S. 
2. Love, op. olt., pe 195. 
19. 
Gut use of the Bible, alone, regardless of tne method 
employed, is not God pleasing nor truly beneficial wmless the 
reader experiences spiritual growth from it. The same author 
says im anotnaer place. 
- + « it needs to be emphasized that the reading of 
tne Bible is not an end in itself. One Saracen in 
2rodigious quantities and witn increasing Prequency 
and be little the better spiritually. One may have 
develosed cven such 4 good habit as that of reading 
his Bible with pencil, making all kinds of notes in 
the margin. He may go so far as to write out his 
own comments. He may memorize long passages as he 
reads,--in itself the truest reading. Yet he may do 
it all as an accomplishment or even as a task. ‘The 
mere knowing of the Bible, however thoroughly done, 
may not produce an effective life. 
We are not transformed by knowledge of a book, 
but by fellowship with a Person. . . . Tne Bible, es- 
pecially the New Testament, fulfills its purpose by 
introgualng us adequately to God in Shrist. Unless | 
we leurn to know and fellovsnip with him, reading tne 
Biole is fruitless. Life in its richest meaning is 
the issve of such a fellowship. "Tails is life eter- | 
nal, that they sould know thee the only true God, 
and jim whom thou didst send, even Jesus Christ." 
(John 17:3)9 
Our use of the Bible mst be for a purpose--the purpose of
 
pernitting fod to come to us and to mold us indiv
idually to be 
@ true Jhristian, such as He only can effect. “e 
oall that use 
of the Bible "devotional reading." Tne follow
ing anecdote   
gives us an interesting interpretation of the
 term. 
friend to explain what 
f the Bitle, made 
I received a 
neart and de- 
A young lady, asked by asr 
43 meant by devotional reading o 
answer as follows: "Yesterday mornin
g 
letter from one to whom I nad give
n my 
voted my life. 
read that letter five times, no 
understand 1t at the first read 
freely confess to you that I
 have 
Tete tk t because TI did
 not 
ing, nor because I 
meres: oe 
3. Ibid., pp. 195-196. 
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expected to commend myself to the author by frequent 
readin of his epistle. It was not with me a ques- 
tion of duty, but simply one of pleasure. I read it 
because I am devoted to the one wno wrote 1%. 
"fo read the Bible with the same motive is to 
read 1% devotionally, and to one who reads it in 
that spirit, 1t is indeed a love letter. "4 
A truly devotional reading, and study of the Bible according 
to the metnods which best suit his needs, will surely contribute 
to making the Bible reader a man or woman of God who will be a 
living testimony to the power of God's Word in the world. And 
when thut Christian's task 1s accomplisied in the world, he will 
personally experience the full meaning of St. Paul's conviction 
concerning taut Words "I am not asnamed of the gospel of Cnrisat, 
for it is tae power of God unto salvation to every one that 
believeth. "5 
  
4&4. Selected from United Presbyterian. 
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